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Dear Friends, Well-wishers, and Patrons of the Wales Puja  Committee 

My warmest greetings to you all. I hope you are keeping well. 

Writing the Chairperson’ s missive in WPC’s golden jubilee year of the 

WPC is a matter of great honour for me. I feel rather overcome by 

emotions as I start to pen this. My journey with the WPC started in 

2002. Then a young software engineer, I had moved to Pembrokeshire 

from London. Instinctively Bengali, I was looking at visiting and being 

part of a Durga Puja. This began my and in due course, my family’s 

very intimate association with the WPC. I can only look back with love 

and nostalgia at my 21 year association with WPC’s incredible fifty-year 

journey, an involvement that has enriched my family’s life in many 

more ways than I can list. The big gifts from WPC for us have been the touch of home 

we have always felt, the sense of community, the friendships and camaraderie we have 

developed and very importantly, my teenage son has grown up with an understanding of 

Indian culture which has given him confidence in his identity which relates to both            

Britain and India. My wife and son have had the privilege of performing on the WPC 

stage year after year. I know there are very many of you who would relate to this just 

as much as I do. 

Over these years, I have seen the WPC grow in every sense of the word, be it in the size 

and scale of our events, their quality and organisation, the level of engagement with the 

community, the partnerships we have developed and nurtured, our charity campaigns 

and how we have reached out to children and young people. It has been an absolute 

pleasure to be part of that journey. It is obvious that there have been challenging times, 

but the support that the WPC receives from the community of South Wales and beyond 

helps things move forward. These challenging times have also given me some perspec-

tive of how difficult it must have been for our venerable seniors who started WPC and 

steered the ship through the early years. My deepest respects for them. 

This last year has been exciting to say the least. As the second official year of                

operations post covid, we have gathered pace and done so much with great support 

from you all. We celebrated our regular festivals of Durga Puja, Kali Puja, Diwali, and 

Saraswati Puja but we also ambitiously organised a few other events and projects. The 

events we had were a grand Poila Boisakh celebration at the Temple of Peace and 

Rabindra Nazrul Jayanti at Cardiff Central Library. The Poila Boisakh evening was a 

unique experience for all attendees, a quintessentially Bengali celebration with great 

Bengali food and culture. The Rabindra Nazrul Jayanti was an event conducted at the 

Cardiff Central Library in collaboration with the Bangladeshi Women’s Association to        

celebrate the birthdays of the two great poets of Bengal. It was a wonderful afternoon of 

music, poetry, and dance. My heartfelt thanks go out to the Bangladeshi Women’s            

Association and Cardiff Central Library for partnering with us. Our charitable endeavours 

in the last year have included donations to Thakurpukur Cancer Centre (Kolkata) and the 

Syria/ Turkey earthquake appeal. 

Outside of these, one of our unique projects, the Maa Durga Idol restoration project at 

the St Fagan’s National Museum of History took shape. Our current set of idols built in 

2016 were ageing and instead of getting a new set, we took the sustainable route of        

restoration. The restoration work was conducted at the museum by eminent artists 
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Mr Purnendu Dey and his wife Mrs Chitralekha Dey from West Bengal with help from 

many of our own members. Maa Durga and her children look stunningly beautiful and 

new. I am very much looking forward to seeing them adorn our stage, resplendent in all 

their glory. I am deeply thankful to the artists and to the St Fagan’s National Museum of 

History for supporting us in this project.  

This year, as we celebrate our golden jubilee, we are fortunately supported by the            

National Lottery Heritage Fund who are nurturing our Durga Puja Heritage. The aims of 

the project are to grow the Durga Puja by reaching out more widely, establishing             

relationships, documenting, and publishing all our artefacts and preserving them for 

posterity. It fills me with pride that the Heritage Fund truly see our Durga Puja as a            

valuable heritage and have supported us initially in 2016 and now again in 2023. Our 

partners in this project are the Museum of Cardiff, People’s Collection Wales and Oasis. 

The Museum of Cardiff is a long-standing partner and this year we have worked together 

on a pre-Puja cultural event which was open to the public, which coincidentally took 

place on the day of Mahalaya. All our artefacts from the Durga Puja period will be made 

available to the wider world via People’s Collection Wales alongside our own channels. 

This will include oral histories collected over the Puja days and all photographs, videos, 

and publications. Finally, we have a partnership with Oasis centre in Cardiff who support 

asylum seekers and refugees. Our volunteers will be working with Oasis in a joint effort 

to prepare food for Oasis clients and our attendees. It promises to be a great cultural 

exchange experience for many. I offer my deepest thanks to our partners for joining us 

in the journey. Can I take this opportunity also to thank the wonderful team at the    

Temple of Peace for partnering with us to celebrate Pujo in such a grand venue.  

This year’s Puja is going to be another first for WPC as we have a priestess (a lady            

purohit) conducting Durga Puja. The scholarly Dr Sumitra Mitra Ghosh from Kolkata has         

kindly and enthusiastically taken on the role of our Purohit for both Durga Puja and Kali 

Puja. I cannot thank her enough for taking on this most significant role. The 5 days of 

Puja are going to be exciting for all, filled with worship and with cultural events every 

evening, delicious food served twice everyday to all and the chance to bond with friends 

and family.  

The following weeks after Durga Puja are going to be extremely exciting too. On the 

heels of the 5 days of Durga Puja, we have a grand Bijoya Sammelani with Krosswindz,            

a popular Kolkata band live in concert on the 27th, October at the Penyrheol Community 

Centre. Kali Puja will be celebrated on the 12th, November at the Temple of Peace. Our 

Diwali Bash will be on the 18th of November at the Mercure Cardiff North Hotel. So, 

please do join in and enjoy to your heart’s content.  

With all of what we do, comes a significant requirement of funding and our primary 

source of funding is the kind donations from every one of you. With everything costing 

more than ever before, I request you all to continue contributing generously to the WPC 

to allow us to carry on doing more and better. My heartfelt thanks to all donors, which 

includes those who pay additionally through monthly standing orders and many who 

have sponsored full meals and sweets over the Puja days. 

I cannot finish without thanking the very many people who make the WPC work. With 

utmost humility, I would like to thank our priests, volunteers, committee members and 

office bearers who work extremely hard to make things happen. But at the end of the 

day, the WPC is what it is because of everyone who comes together to be part of it, 

which is every one of you. So, thank you from the bottom of my heart. 

WPC is a heritage and an emotion – let us all celebrate it. Shubho Sharodiya to you all!  



 

 

Dear All,  

I write this letter with immense pride and joy. Wales Puja Committee 

(WPC) is celebrating its Golden Jubilee this year and I could not have 

asked for any better opportunity to share my feelings, thoughts, and 

gratitude towards WPC and to you all. In 1973, some like-minded          

Bengali families settled in South Wales arranged the first festival in one 

of their own houses in Nelson, Mid Glamorgan. This was the first             

recorded community Hindu festival in Wales. Since then, WPC has 

scaled several new heights ranging from the making of the idols by inviting artists from 

Kolkata to immersing older idols in the Bristol Channel. With growing awareness of our 

socio-environmental responsibilities, we have now restored idols to their full glory rather 

than get anything new made. 

I came to Cardiff in 2006 just before Durga Puja and was missing the festivities back 

home. This was the first time I got to know about WPC and witnessed the celebration. 

Back then, I had no idea that one day this wonderful charity organisation would become 

my extended family! I am thankful to all the committee members for making me and my 

family warmly accepted within the WPC clan.  

Earlier in the year the committee appointed a new set of office bearers. All the new         

office bearers, (including myself as Secretary) and the committee members started early 

planning and preparations to celebrate the 50th year with pomp and grandeur. WPC 

teamed up with Amgueddfa Cymru (St Fagans National Museum of History, Cardiff) for 

the Clay Restoration Project. Artists from Kolkata, supported by the museum staff and 

members of WPC, restored our old idols to their pristine magnificence. Our newly            

appointed Chairperson, Mr Neeleem Saha has always been passionately raising funds to 

support WPC’s charitable activities. Supported by our beloved trustee Dr. Sandip Raha, 

Neeleem has put tremendous efforts to succeed in the Heritage Fund grant application. 

Our Vice Chair, Dr Shiladitya Sinha, alongside his other responsibilities, is instrumental 

in creating the wonderful omnibus in your hands with the support of a team of resolute 

members. We are all eagerly waiting to get a copy of our Golden Jubilee souvenir. Our 

new Cultural Officers, Mrs. Sudipta Das and Mrs. Raktima Bhadra Sarkar has been           

tirelessly working since taking up the role during Saraswati Puja earlier this year. They 

have been staging programs to celebrate Bengali New Year, representing WPC in the 

United Kingdom Bengali Convention (UKBC), supporting other charity functions like 

Rabindra-Nazrul event hosted by Cardiff Central Library, Idol completion event in Saint  

Fagans Museum, Mahalaya event in Museum of Cardiff amongst others. Our Catering        

Officer Dr. Amlan Bhattacharya along with Mrs. Christina Roy and other committee 

members catered for over 130 people in the “Poila Baisakh” event. I would like to thank 

our Treasurer Mr. Pankaj Sarkar for his meticulous bookkeeping of WPC’s accounts. 

Spectacular cultural activities and events have always been part of the WPC’s Durga          

Puja. And this year is no different. Our dedicated cultural team has been busy organising 

a variety of programmes which includes a Tagore’s dance drama, theatre and songs and 

dances by all age groups. While the catering committee has been innovative in finding 

solutions for off-site cooking, transportation of food to venue and most importantly        

planning for the scrumptious menu following the tradition and true spirit of Durga Puja, 

at the same time being diligent towards safety and hygiene.  

I would like to express heartfelt gratitude to our fantastic Puja Coordinators Dr. 

Madhuparna Mitra and Mrs Anamika Chatterjee for taking charge of managing the Puja  
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related activities. Lastly and most importantly, I would like to take this opportunity to 

thank our Priest Dr. Sumitra Mitra Ghosh for agreeing to do our Durga Puja this year, 

also setting the milestone for being the first female priest to conduct WPC’s Durga              

Puja. 

A small charity organisation dependent on donations from its own members, WPC has 

always contributed towards worthy causes. This year we supported Lions Club in the UK 

for helping Syria earthquake victims and the Children’s Cancer Hospital in Kolkata, India. 

This is my first year as the secretary of Wales Puja Committee and it is an honour to 

serve you all. I thank my seniors and friends for all their support. Once again, I cordially 

invite you all to join us in the celebration to welcome Ma Durga and her family on earth, 

here in Cardiff and enjoy the five days of festivities. We strive to make things better 

every year. So, I would like to request you to come forward with your innovative ideas, 

suggestions, and feedback.  

May Ma Durga bless us all! 

শুভ শারদীযা প্রীতি ও শুভভচ্ছা (Subho Sharodiya)! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear All,          

I am pleased to present the Wales Puja Committee accounts for            

2022-23.  

In our last accounting year, we have organised Durga Puja, Kali Puja, 

Diwali Party, Saraswati  Puja, celebrated Poila Baishak and the Durga 

Pratima Restoration Project.          

I am thankful to all who have donated generously throughout the year during different 

events and via monthly direct debit to boost our WPC savings account. A significant 

amount was also raised during the Diwali Party raffle, which has been spent in various 

charitable contributions.         

I am grateful to WPC executive members for their initiative and hard work which helped 

us secure the community event grant. 

I would like to extend my thanks to those who worked tirelessly behind the scenes           

including our young volunteer Ashmit Saha to carefully go through months of data and 

sort out the Gift-Aid work to claim tax from HMRC. This significant amount will be for 

use in 2023-24 events.          

As ever the WPC extended its help for Disaster Relief and other Charities and I thank 

those who led these efforts and all of you who contributed selflessly. 

I hope for your ever increasing patronage and end with all my warmest and most       

sincere Sharadiya Wishes and Regards.    

 

WALES PUJA COMMITTEE ACCOUNTS FOR TAX YEAR 2022-20234 OVERLEAF 
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 Durga Puja:-     Expenses ( in £)   Earnings (in £)   

              

  WCIA Hall hire       4000  Online Donation  6149.02   

  Stage Building/ Lighting/ Decorations   2509.09  Cash Collections 1882.5   

  Protima Transportation    600  Cheques  452   

  K.K.Solutions for Souvenirs    557  Raffles   159   

  Fruits and Flowers    425.5         

  Puja Samagree/ Provision/sweets/others 475.74  Lapel Microphones 134.1   

  Wishing for Puja Utensils(8Hrs@£10)  80  Mixer Cable Sets 84.48   

  Catering:-               

  Riverside/Oasis kitchen hire/ Food-Hygiene course 534  Sweets Donation 42   

  Enterprise van hire/Parking/Fuel/Taxi fare  584.4         

  Bio-degradable Consumable Cutlery   584.72         

  Groceries/ Spices/Ingredients/Fresh Vegetables 857.68         

  Dashami Evening Food/ Meat/ Spices  253.84         

  Food From Madhav and Sweets  600.5         

  Kitchen Assistants Fees/ Fuel   1020         

  Cultural Programmes:-             

  Hall hire for Rehearsals( 24Hrs@ £10)  240         

  Gift for Performers(Kids)     153.78          

  Total       13476.25  Total 8903.1   

     Deficit  4575.15       

Kali Puja:-             

  Fruits and Flowers       95.31  Online Donation  1217.27   

  Puja Samagree/ Provision/sweets   101.91  Cash Collections 135   

  Decorations /others   9.6  Sweets Donation  50   

  Catering:-        Food Donations 201   

  Oasis kitchen hire ( (5 hrs@ £30)  150         

  Vegetables Meat/ Groceries/ Spices/ others 197.48         

  Sweets and Kitchen helpers   210          

  Total       764.3  Total 1603.27   

     Surplus  813.97       

Diwali:-             

  MERCURE hotel Venue/ Food   2195  Online Tickets Sale 2528   

  Tea Light/ Napkin/ Glow stick party/ Sweets 88  Cash Collections  255   

  Raffle tickets/ Raffle gift hamper  110.34  Rifle Online-     

  Raffle gift decorations/ Basket   51.96  Collections  551   

  Total       2445.3  Total 3334   

     Surplus  888.7       

Saraswati  Puja:-            

              

  Lisvane Hall hire ( 8hrs@£32)   256  Online Donations  922   

  Priest Fee    250  Cash Collections 166   

  Puja Samagree/ Provision/sweets/fruits/flowers  131.28         

  Groceries/ Spices/ sweets/ snacks for volunteers  184.31         

  Kitchen assistant and Travel   127         

  Cultural program (gift for Kids)  91.85         

  Total       1040.44  Total 1088   



 
Poila Baishak:            

            

  Oasis & HCA kitchen hire      375  No.of Adults     

  Cultural hall hire/ lighting/Antakshari gifts  260.31  (114x £22) 2508   

  Groceries/ Spices/Lamb/ snacks for volunteers  1114.36         

  Sweets/starter/Helpers/ others  991.27  No.of Kids     

  Kitchen assistant and Travel   127  (13 x £12) 156   

  TOP hall hire    450         

  Table cloths/ Banquet Roll   182.07  Sharee Stall 25   

  Bio-degradable Plates/ Cutlery/others  288.2         

  Total       3788.21  Total 2689   

     Deficit  1099.21       

Restoration:-            

  Artist Remuneration      1600  Payment from-     

  
Restoration materials/ Canvas materials/ Paint-

ings 677.36  Leeds  250   

  UK visa and Flight for Artist   1130         

  Taxi fare/ fuel/ train tickets/foods/ Gifts/others 527.18  Online Donation      

  Accomodation     1241.77  for Food  410   

  Farewell party in the office/ food/snacks 378.24          

  Total       5554.55  Total 660   

     Deficit  4894.55       

   (Actual deficit is £4322.96, National Museum contribution £571.59 is not included this accounting year)   

Charity Activity:-           

  Turkey -Syria Earthquake Donation    200          

  Cancer Hospital, Kolkata, India  300         

  Total       500  Total 0   

General Expenses-           

  Zoom subscriptions/ website Maintenance  498.09  National Museum  100   

  Event insurance and WPC logo & Banner 348         

  Intercity Protima Storage    1170  Golden Anniversary      

  HCW membership/UKBC/ individual examiner 350  Monthly Payments  3565   

  
Bio-degradable cutlery/ Rice Cooker/water can 

etc 803.89         

  Lapel Microphones/ stand/ cables  333.39  Tagor & Najrul      

  HCA office-chair/parking cones/ Bin  193.13  event snacks sale 56   

  Tagor& Najrul event in Cardiff Library  127.96         

               Savings A/C interest  169.83   

  Total       3824.46  Total 3890.83   

              

  Grand Total   31393.51 Grand Total 22118   

              

         Current a/c balance 1370.18   

  Overall Deficit during 2022-23  £9,225.31   Savings a/c balance 20148.86   

  Total in WPC bank accounts on 31/08/2022 £30929.26  Charity a/c balance 184.91   

              

    Total in Bank    21703.95   Total in Bank  21703.95   

                        



 

 

 

Ma Durga ashchen. Yes – Ma Durga is coming. She’s coming such a long 

way to see us. She’s been been coming to Cardiff for 50 years. This is our 

Golden Jubilee year. We are getting ready to welcome her. For us who 

are away from home, if we go back to India now, especially Kolkata, you 

will see as they say in Bengali -                                                            

‘akashe batashey ma’r ashar agomi batat cholechey’. Everyone is excited 

and getting ready to welcome Ma Durga.  

You can see all the shops full of saris and sweets, with ladies waiting in 

queues. Children are excited to wear the new clothes. Parents and       

grandparents are eagerly waiting to see their children from abroad. Why? 

Because it’s Durga puja, the festival we look forward to all year round. 

Not just in Kolkata, but all over India. To welcome Ma we say –  

Sarva-mangala-mangalye Shive sarvartha-sadhike; 

Sharanye Tryambake Gauri Narayani namostute. 

I’m very lucky to be a member of the WPC family. I’m the oldest member, and the lucky 

one who was there at the beginning - on the  first day of puja, 50 years ago back in           

Cardiff, when we started for the first time. When asked if I remember the first day of 

that puja, it’s something I haven’t forgotten. Infact, it’s like a golden star in 

my mind. How can I possible forget and event that we started - something 

that we created, and worked very hard for. It was one of the best days of not 

just my life, but I’m sure of the others who were part of that day as well.     

Sadly, we have lost some of the people since then, who we miss very much.  

So how did it all start? It had been about 5-6 years since we had moved to Cardiff. 

There were very few Bengalis at the time, and we’d get our Indian vegetables and other 

things from a shop called Lakhani. There was also a fish shop nearby as well that            

everyone would frequent, which was a good place to meet people. We met and got           

acquainted with some other doctors and Indians, and an informal group developed. 

At that time, quite a few of us would visit the Durga puja at Belsize Park London. We 

would all often think it would be nice to celebrate Durga puja locally, but because it is 

such a big puja, we were doubts about anyone having the courage, time or energy to 

start it. 

It was a phase when everyone was busy with their job, starting a family, looking after 

young children. I was also pregnant with my younger son. However, a gentleman called 

Mr Ghatak was very keen, and encouraged the group to try to organise a puja in Cardiff. 

He made us believe that if we tried, we would be able to do it together. He took charge 

of things, and was like the director of our group who guided us along. We divided the 

work amongst ourselves equally.  

We were lucky to have Ma Durga’s oil painting, which was donated by a doctor in Nelson 

We then had to do was look for a priest.  My husband and a friend went over to request 

Dr. Acharya. He was in Pontypridd at that time. At the beginning, Acharya da was not 

very keen to do the puja but when we requested him and said everyone would help, he 

finally agreed.   

Everybody shared the workload - Dr Animesh Das went to Southhall to buy some our 

thakurs clothes, ornaments, utensils and other things for the puja. I had a few things in 

my house like a shankh (conch) and other puja things like kosha kushi. Mr Ghatak  

Origin Stories: Tales from our First Puja in 1974 
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requested me to take charge of work related to the puja side. So I had 

to do the puja shopping and arrange for other things like asking for 

help to cut the fruits and vegetables.  Some of the people helping out 

were Dr. Bashak, Mr Kar, Mr Mishra, Mr Palit, Shikha and Aru Ghosh , 

Rama di (Pal Chowdury) and  Dr Pal Chowdhury, Dr and Mrs Ganguly 

etc;  perhaps there were others that I haven’t recalled. We all worked 

together. We contributed the money we needed between us.  

We did indeed work very hard to arrange the Puja. Word spread slowly 

but surely and  people got to hear of the puja, there were visitors from 

Indian families in Cardiff, Porthcrawl, Swansea, and Newport. Well before the days of 

computers and mobiles and we had to inform people by telephone, word of mouth and 

through friends. I also made a little invitation leaflet explaining puja and the details of 

the puja in Cardiff, for doctors at a medical society my husband was a member of. Some 

of them also decided to visit.  

We also arranged for prashad in the morning – fruits, sweets, some suji etc; Acharya 

bowdi used to make some for the thakur. Some people would also bring along samosas 

and kachoris. We didn’t have too many people for lunch then, so some of the people 

would make khichuri at home and bring it over. The evening meal was ordered from 

Lakhani. 

On the fifth day, we had a little function in evening , comprising out very own            

homegrown artists. Shamali Basak and Acharya da sang songs, Mr Banerjee who had 

come down for the event from Bristol, played the sitar and a few other performances. 

Our feelings towards that puja are hard to explain – excitement and enjoyment perhaps. 

We were all so thrilled. We felt like we were home, watching our home Durga puja.   

Specially while doing Anjali with friends. There were people of all age groups, including 

small children who’d be crying, asking for food etc; in the middle of the hustle bustle. 

The overall atmosphere was electrifying. I played the shankh, and my younger son who 

I was pregnant with then, also went onto play it in later years. He loved it, is really good 

at it.  

We worked hard, but we enjoyed the pujo days immensely – it almost felt like we had 

conquered something. That was the first year. After that of course the committee was 

formed, and we booked parade for puja. Then a lot more people started coming in for 

the puja day by day. A lot more people who were interested, got involved as well. We 

were happy that more people were coming in. It also meant our workload was lesser.  

Now our committee is a lot bigger, with a lot of things going on. I feel very proud and 

privileged to still alive and a member to see pujo as it is now. This year is in particular, 

is a special year.  

The puja is very close to my heart. I feel like my home puja, and ma Durga is coming to 

see us and give her blessings. I think she doesn’t mind what we offer her. Whether it’s  

sweets or fruits, she needs very little. She mainly needs our bhakti, devotion, and that 

we should sincerely ask her to come. We will continue to work together, and look for-

ward to next year as well.  

I wish everyone, our puja committee, my sincere best wishes. Hope everything will go 

well, everybody will enjoy, and we’ll all together welcome Ma Durga.  

Ya devi sarvabhuteshu vishnu-mayeti sadbita.  

Namas tasyai, namas tasyai, namas tasyai namo namah.  



 

Passing the Torch down the Decades 

Two of our Stallworths take the trip down Memory Lane   

Dr SK            
Sharma 

Dr Ravi      
Narayan 

I heard about Puja 

for the first time 

when I was in           

primary/middle 

school in Churi/

Chatarpura in                  

Rajasthan, India where my father was 

the medical officer.  

My elder brothers used to come home 

from Kolkata during  puja holidays.                                                     

They were graduating from Carmichael/

R. G. Kar Medical College and National 

Medical College, Kolkata.  

However, I came to know about the real 

meaning of puja after we attended the 

Durga Puja event in Cardiff in 1978.  

After working as a 

junior doctor in  

different parts of 

the country, I came 

to Rhondda Valley 

with my family in 

1978 and joined the practice in Porth as 

a GP. I came to know about the group 

celebrating puja in Cardiff, which we 

joined. At that time the group com-

prised mostly a small group of doctors. 

WPC was to grow out of this group. 

In the early years, we did not have 

a fixed place of our own. Different          

Pujas were celebrated at different             

places - The Parade, St David’s              

Hospital, Empire Swimming Pool, Kutchi 

Leva Samaj temple, the Church Hall in 

Rhiwbina, the Sikh Gurudwara at Ninian 

Pak Road and Atlantic Wharf. In 1995, 

we were able to arrange to have puja              

celebrations at the Penyrheol              

Community Centre, where we            

continued until 2019. 2020 in the year 

of the pandemic found the Puja              

celebrated virtually with the worship 

being carried out in a rented property 

and transmitted online. Since 2021, we 

have been celebrating puja at the              

Temple of Peace (TOP).  

It was always the responsibility of          

chairperson to find a venue for Durga 

puja /Diwali. To find a proper venue was 

always a challenge for WPC. Every year 

we used to celebrate puja at different 

places - Chapter Theatre, 28 The             

Parade, Sanatam Dharm Mandir, Taff’s 

Well Community Hall and the Empire 

Pool. When I was the chairman, we even 

celebrated puja at St. David Hospital’s 

Hall. 

One year I attended a birthday party at 

the Penyrheol Community Centre (PCC) 

and it came to my mind that this is the 

ideal place to for puja and other               

celebrations. Members of WPC met the 

management committee and late           

Mr. Ken Harris and late Mrs. Smith, who 

then helped the  WPC  celebrate all our            

functions at PCC.  

Over the years, we have carried out the 

puja on a painting on canvas, then until 

1990 with a Pratima made by Mr Kamal 

Ghatak, and then our first Pratima from 

Kumartoli, Calcutta. 

Our pujari Mr. Chakraborty from          

London and Banerjee da used to stay at 

our place at times. Dr Acharjya took 

over in 1994 when Banerjeeda fell ill. 

Mr. Banerjee was very kind to perform 
the puja as a priest along with                       

Mr. Chakrabarti and later Dr. Acharya. 



 When we first started, we did not have a 

proper Durga pratima. Mr Kamal Ghatak 

dreamt of Ma Durga. When Mrs. Ghatak 

was blessed with a son, he decided to 

make a  pratima of Ma Durga and her       

family in his garage. We worshiped that 

pratima for a few years. Later we got a 

Pratima from Kolkata.  The Committee    

decided to hire a boat and have a proper 

Visharjan of the old pratima in the Bristol 

Channel.  

When I joined the Puja committee, it was 

a very small group like a close family.    

Everyone used to contribute, and we did 

everything on our own-shopping, cooking, 

decorations etc.  

I used to buy disposable plates and cutlery 

from London or Birmingham to save            

money and fruits and flowers from              

Bessemer market at 5-6 in the morning.   

I then introduced others as well to            

Bessemer market. The ladies of the group 

would cook our food sometimes at their 

own homes. We also brought in Bina Ben 

to help with our Puja group, and she has 

been helping us since. We also used to 

write invitations for puja and post them, 

sharing the responsibilities. 

For the Diwali function, I would get a D J 

from Birmingham or Leicester. At times, I 

would meet the group at the services at 

junction 30 of M4 and take them to the 

Penrhyeol centre. A few times, I would 

borrow the music system (PA ) from the 

Cardiff Gurudwara on Pearl Street as we 

did not have our own.  

We used to collect chanda during Durga 

Puja which included the Diwali function as 

well. We didn’t make collections for Diwali 

separately, though we had contributions 

from some who didn’t attend the Durga 

puja. As the expenses for the Diwali func-

tions gradually grew, we decided to start 

collections from Diwali as well since 1992.   

Previously, we celebrated only three func-

tions a year - Durga Puja, Diwali and Sar-

aswati puja. Later the idea of celebrating 

Kali Puja came up as well, which was cele-

brated  as “Friends of WPC”. In 1999 Kali 

Puja was integrated under the WPC. 

Over the years, I have had the privilege of 

serving WPC on different posts -  as secre-

tary, treasurer, catering officer, entertain-

ment, vice chair and chairman. Our Puja 

committee became a Charity in 1995.  

During that period, I was the chairman of 

WPC.  I also had the privilege of editing 

our souvenir for the period 1996-1999. I 

am grateful to the committee for this op-

portunity. 

On the recommendation of Dr. Rupen           

Majumdar and Dr. Shantanu Sengupta I 

became a member of the committee and 

served as treasurer, vice chair and chair-

person of WPC. As a treasurer, I typed au-

dited accounts and put them on the notice 

board. Previously, we used to go door to 

door in Merthyr and Rhondda to collect 

chanda for Durga puja and Diwali in the 

evenings after finishing our hospital work. 

When we moved to Penyrheol Community 

Centre we decided to collect Chanda at the 

event. 

WPC  used to celebrate Diwali  and have a 

DJ. The Committee felt it was expensive to 

include Diwali   event with Durga puja and 

it was decided to celebrate Diwali as a 

separate and ticketed event. In due 

course, Kali puja was started as a new 

event. Saraswati puja was always cele-

brated in Jan/Feb. Young members espe-

cially take part in it. 

Dr. Rupen Majumdar and I visited the          

solicitor a few times to solicitor to register 

WPC as a charitable organisation. There 

were originally  three trustees to start with 

and  later the number of trustees was           

increased to eight. .  

For publicity front . WPC members used to 

have one good evening session to 

post  programs for Durga Puja ,                    

Diwali  and Saraswati by Royal Mail. 

The ladies, including Jharna, Sikha,              

Monika, Anamika among others, were a 

great help to the priest during the puja. 

They helped our priests witheverything 

and knew what was required. 



 We celebrated WPC’s Silver Jubilee in 

1998. The front cover of the 1998               

souvenir is the painting of Ma Durga on 

canvas which was used for the first Durga 

puja celebration in 1973, in Nelson at Dr 

Santosh K Sen’s house. Dr Sen had moved 

to California by the silver jubilee year, but 

he sent his good wishes, which were 

shared in the souvenir. 

Now our Puja group has grown big. We are 

armed with a very talented group of             

people and equipped with modern       

technology. WPC has grown from strength 

to strength and is getting bigger and bet-

ter.  

With the blessing of Ma Durga we are now 

celebrating its Golden Jubilee this year. 

May Ma Durga bless us all with peace, 

Members wanted their own place of wor-

ship and a new sub committee was made 

which met at The Parade every fortnightly 

and this led to the creation of the Hindu 

Cultural Association (HCA) with WPC as its 

mother organization. With great difficulty 

funds were raised to build a place with a 

temple, a priest and a hall. Founding 

members hailed from all across India. Life 

members collected £40K. Two of the gen-

erous members contributed £40K as a 

loan to HCA which helped to buy the land. 

Later, HCA applied for a grant and was 

lucky to get £300K from the National          

Lottery which helped us build the India 

Centre. 

Unfortunately, however the organizations 

under this umbrella parted ways and it is 

wonderful to see WPC continue to flourish. 

My congratulations to WPC for celebrating 

its golden anniversary and I wish that it 

continues to grow further.  

After moving to PCC Bessemer market 

shopping was responsibility of Deepak , 

Ashok, Indian grocery by   Shankar and 

Probal + , Puja Samagry by Shikha and 

Padma . Stage decorations used to be 

done by Roma Paul and later on by              

Sandip , Ashok and Ravi used to bring  

disposables from Birmingham. 

There was no match for Kanti’s Bengan 

Bhaja after shopping!! 

Organisation of Durga Pujas in the past 

was a big community affair. Providing    

prasad to devotees was a major task. 

There were times when the committee 

used to order food from outside but as the 

number of devotees grew this became too 

expensive. The committee then appointed 

a catering officer to organise bhog and 

prasad. The Chairman’s wife used to take 

an active part. A few of the ladies such as 

Sharada, Ranjana  , Usha, Sikha, Mahua , 

Chandana, Abha, Padma , Rita and others 

would get together and organise to do 

shopping and prepare bhog and prasad     

including sweets for 200+ in their             

kitchens.  



       Memories 

Some Milestones 

 

1986 

First souvenir produced 

Clay Pratima of ma Durga made by Mr 

Kamal Ghatak. 

Our constitution was drawn and approved 

by the committee 

1987 

We started charity donation 

1989 

Bought our first sound system. 

1990  

WPC had our Pratima from Kumatoli,           

1992 

Pratima bisharjan was done in the Bristol 

Channel. 

1994 

Our constitution was amended 

1998  

WPC celebrated Silver Jubilee.  

The canvas painting of Ma Durga that was 

used for the first puja celebration in 1973 

features as the cover page of the puja 

souvenir along with a message from            

Dr. Santosh K Sen, who’s home the first 

puja was held 

1999 

Kali Puja started under WPC banner. 

2002 

Durga Ma’s idol was made in Cardiff 

2002  

The Indian Mela was celebrated 

WPC had own website 

“www.pujainwales.com” 



 

 

Durga Puja in South Wales started in a humble way in 1973 after the 

concept was discussed amongst 4-6 Bengalis following a Saraswati Puja 

in the house of Mr Sen in Merthyr. In India Durga Puja is unthinkable 

without a professional priest. Here however, we have encourage, prepare 

and train members of the Indian diaspora who can ideally understand 

and speak some Sanskrit. Whilst traditionally these were from amongst 

the Brahmins, Pujas have now progressed beyond the issues of gender 

and caste. Unlike in the 1970’s, 80’s and 90’s, several bigger cities in the 

UK do now have professional priests. 

Back in 1973 at Mr Sen’s residence, Mr Kamal Ghatak presided as the 

priest. 

The first community Durga Puja was in The Parade, Cardiff in 1974 was a 

modest effort amongst 6-10 families and the famous Chalachitra of Durga from Kolkata. 

The priests that year was Dr  Acharjya and in 1975, it was  Mr. Chakraborty from        

London and the Late Mr Banerjee. 

Dr Acharjya did Puja in the Parade from 1976-1984 and again 

from 1993-2009. In spite of being a full time General medical 

practitioner he took time off from his busy practice for days of 

Durga Puja. His wife always supervised all Puja 

related issues during five days.  

Mr Banerjee performed our Durga Puja between in years 1985-1991 and 

his voice and ritualistic offerings were very much remembered. His   

method of doing Durga Puja was very strict as per scriptures and we 

even got told off for any deviations. He came from Cambridge to do Puja 

and stayed in Dr Majumdar or Dr Narayan’s 

houses. As his health failed, Dr Chaturvedi, a retired lecturer 

and Sanskrit scholar from Newport, stepped in and performed 

our Durga Puja in 1992. After this, as afore mentioned, Dr 

Acharjya returned as our priest. 

Durga Puja with our first Kumartuli image in Empire Swimming 

Pool Cardiff City Centre (built during Commonwealth Games in 

1950’s, now the site of the Principality Stadium) in 1992-93.  

 

Dr Acharjya & Mr Misra doing Durga Puja in 

Penyrheol Community Centre in 1994. 

Our Durga Puja Priests since 1973 

Dr Sandip 

Raha 



Dr Acharjya mentored Mr Kanai Chatterjee, a             

retired engineer, into Durga Puja priesthood over 6-

7 years in early 2000. Mr Chatterjee took over as 

our main priest in 2009 and sadly, Dr Acharjya  

sadly passed away in 2011. Anamika, his wife ably 

supported him during the Pujas and continues to 

guide us. 

Mr Ananda Misra, a retired Civil Engineer had also 

helped Dr Acharjya and later took over the Kali Puja 

duties. Since 2011, Anirban Mukherjee, a solicitor and with a priestly lineage started 

helping Mr Chatterjee in our Durga Puja. 

As Mr Chatterjee became more frail and with the Pandemic approaching 

Mr Mukherjee very ably became our main 

priest and developed the role explaining 

rituals to devotees which was much ap-

preciated.  

Pandit Pathak, a well known Sanskrit 

scholar and a TV host on religious and 

astrological matters stepped in 2021 when Anirban was 

unable to preside over our Pujas after a bereavement.  

After a very successful puja in 2022, unfortunately, this year            

Mr Mukherjee is stepping away. We are honoured and fortunate to 

have the renowned Sanskrit and religious scholar Dr Sumitra Mitra 

Ghosh as our first priestess. She has presided over our Kali and 

Saraswati Puja and we have been touched by her inspirational  

nature.                                                     Edited, adapted and updated by Dr Shiladitya Sinha 

Mr Kanai Chatterjee and 

Mr Anirban Mukherjee in  

Durga Puja 



 

Around the early 1970’s, Kamal Ghatak, together with Late Sambhu Das, 

floated the idea of celebrating Durga Puja in Cardiff, Wales while Saras-

wati Puja being held in Dr Santosh Sen’s house. It was a major challenge 

at that time to organise such a big event with limited active members, 

particularly to collect donations by visiting the fellow Indians living in 

Cardiff / Newport / Swansea before the festival and make all the Ben-

galees  in south Wales to be aware of the event. At that time the clay im-

ages were not even thought of; instead a canvas painting called CHAL-

CHITRA was procured from Kolkata to organise the Durga Puja festival. 

After few searches for a potential Puja venue, 28 The Parade was select-

ed with some help from Mr Mooniram, who was the manager of the Parade Community 

centre. Durga Puja was held there from 1974 to 1990 except a few years, when being 

not available, the Puja was held in various locations in Cardiff.  

In 1974 when I first moved to Porthcawl, I heard about Durga Puja in Cardiff by word of 

mouth, though my personal involvement was limited at that time. Dr T K Basu, Mr 

Kamal Ghatak, Mr Shambhu Das were the main organisers. I took part in door to door 

collections of donations and my newly married wife Anamika had the opportunity to 

meet other families at the Puja venue namely Roma Choudhury, Dr Bishnu Pal, Gopa & 

Santosh Guha Roy, Dr & Mrs Acharjya, Dr Rupen & Mrs Jharna Majumdar, Kamal & Sikta 

Ghatak, Dr Ravi & Abha Narayan, Aro & Sikha Ghosh and few others. During those early 

years other important Puja matters were arranged and executed by a few enthusiastic 

ladies (Mrs Sikha Dutta, Mrs Roma Choudhury, Mrs Abha Narayan, Mrs Sharada Sharma, 

Mrs Gopa Guha Roy, Mrs Anamika Chatterjee, Mrs Jharna Majumdar, Mrs Tara Acharjya 

and a few others) like cooking for visitors, Puja Bhog, making sweets, arranging the puja 

materials, flowers etc. 

Over the years many more families, young and old, joined in to celebrate this festival. 

The priests in those early years were Kamal Ghatak, Dr Acharjya and Mr Banerjee from 

Cambridge in the 1980’s. In the early 1990’s one Mr Chakraborty from London  did per-

form the Puja for a couple of times. Mr (Dr) Chaturvedi  performed the Puja one year, 

perhaps in 1992, and Mr Banerjee in 1993-94. Dr Acharjya came back in 1995, to be the 

main priest again, when Puja moved to Penyrheol community Centre, Caerphilly. Other 

priests have been Mr Ananda Misra and Mr Anirban Mukhopadhyay. 

In recent years there have been significant changes in the organisation and execution of 

the complex Puja related matters. The committee has grown from strength to strength; 

designated responsibilities are given to willing members; rotas are created for activities 

around stage / cooking /shopping / actual puja matters / Souvenir        publication / cul-

tural programme etc. Penyrheol has been the steady venue for the Durga Puja festival in 

Wales since 1995. I have also have noticed the smooth change of postal communication 

to e-communication (Whatsapp / e-mail / facebook etc) over the last 10 years by the 

committee, for improved circulation, discussions, suggestions, contributions etc. The 

Cultural events during the Durga Puja festivals by Wales Puja Committee go back over 

35 years and in the last 10 years or so it has grown into almost professional standards. 

Parents and their children go through weeks of intensive training and rehearsals for 

stage performances of music / dance / drama / recitals to present high quality cultural, 

colourful  & entertaining programmes, by both children & adults, during the five days of 

Durga Puja, all voluntarily.  

A reflection on the History of Durga Puja in Wales 

Mr Kanai 
Chatterjee 



During the last 15 years, accomplished clay artists (sculptors) have been brought from 

Kolkata / Bengal to create the clay images of Durga and her Children in Cardiff three 

times. In 2016 the committee started this project of ‘Preserving the heritage of Durga 

Puja and clay image making in Wales’, which is an unique initiative in the UK and have 

involved local schools, university arts department, other local groups like People’s                 

Collection of Wales, Butetown History and Arts Centre etc. This is a great example of  

organisation and management skills of Wales Puja committee in the modern era.  

My role as a Priest at present goes back to 1999 when I started assisting Dr Acharjya  in 

the Durga Puja. In 2000, he contacted me to pass on the knowledge & the             

workings of a priest on very strict terms & conditions. Initially I was apprehensive and 

took some time to agree finally after a lot of encouragement from him and his wife.  I 

had to abide by his methods and rituals (like non Brahmins are not allowed to do any 

Puja related tasks). After his sad demise in 2011, I had to take the helm of conducting  

the Puja in my own style and I opened the door for all to be involved in the Puja related 

matters. Thankfully with the help from my wife Anamika and other dedicated individuals, 

my confidence has grown in the last 17 years and I have managed to perform successful 

Durga Pujas; showing a steady increase in the number of visitors every year.   



 

 

বাঙালীর একাতিক ির্মীয উৎসভবর র্মভিে দরু্গাপূজা হল শ্রেষ্ঠ উৎসব। বাঙালীর জীবন একাতিক উৎসভবর 
তকরভে র্মখুতরি হয। দরু্গাপূজা উৎসভবর আর্র্মভনর সভে সভে প্রভিেকটি বাঙালীর বুভক আনভের ঝেগা 

বয।  

র্মহালযার শুভ বেনার দ্বারা আর্মাভদর দীর্গ একবছভরর অভপক্ষার অবসান র্ভে। প্রাচীন কাল শ্রেভক 
আর্মাভদর তহেু শাস্ত্র অনুযাযী র্মািৃশতিভক পূজা করা হয, আর র্মািৃশতির প্রিান উৎস হভলন র্মা দরু্গা। 
বছভরর প্রায প্রভিেকটি র্মাভস একাতিক উৎসভবর িাতলকার র্মভিে আর্মরা বাঙালীরা শ্রয উৎসভবর জনে 

শ্রবশী উৎসুক হভয োতক িা হল দরু্গাপূজা। 

আতর্ম সাউে ওভযলস -এ আতস ১৯৭৮ সাভল। এখাভন এভস শ্রদখলার্ম র্মা দরু্গার পূজা হভচ্ছ কাপভ়ের উপভর আঁকা র্মাভযর ছতবভি, 

শ্রযটি আনাভনা হভযতছল কলকািা শ্রেভক। আর্মরা শ্রয কটি পতরবার তছলার্ম, পূজার এই পাচঁ তদন র্মহা আনভে শ্রর্মভি উঠলার্ম। 
পূজার আভযাজন আর্মরা সকভল তর্মভল ভার্ কভর তনভযতছলার্ম। পূজার জনে যা যা সার্মগ্রী প্রভযাজন, ফল ফুল ইিোতদ সর্মস্ত 
আর্মরা শ্রজার্া়ে কভরতছলার্ম। এ শ্রযন এক অদূ্ভি অনুভপ্ররো। সকভলর একাতিক প্রভচষ্টায এই দরু্গাপূজা খুবই সফল হভযতছল।  

আতশর দশভকর র্মাঝার্মাতঝ স্বর্ীয কর্মল র্েক র্মহাশয িারঁ র্োরাভজ পাঁচটি র্মূতিগ  র্মাটি তদভয বাতনভযতছভলন। তিতন ওই র্মতূিগ গুতল 
আর্মাভদর পূজা কতর্মটিভক দান কভরতছভলন। র্মাভযর এই র্মূতিগ  িখনকার Bengali Cultural Association দ্বারা পূতজি হভযতছল 
শ্রবশ তকছু বছর পযগন্ত। এই র্মতূিগ টিভক পুভজা করা হয পরবিী শ্রবশ তকছু বছর। 

িারপর ১৯৯১ সাভল প্রের্ম কলকািার কুর্মারেুতল শ্রেভক দরু্গার্মাভযর র্মতূিগ  আভস কাতডগ ভফ, পুভজা হভযতছল St David's Hospital 

Community Hall এ। আভর্র র্মতূিগ টির তবসজগ ন হয ১৯৯২ সাভল, Bristol 

Channel, Penarth Pier, কাতডগ ভফ। এর্মন ঠাকুর তবসজগ ন এই শ্রদভশ এই 
প্রের্ম। 

তদ্বিীযবার কলকািা শ্রেভক র্মতূিগ  আনাভনা হয ১৯৯৬ সাভল। ২০০২ সাভল এই 
শ্রদভশ প্রের্মবার শ্রদশ শ্রেভক তনভয আসা র্মাটি এবং অনোনে সার্মগ্রী তদভয র্মাভযর 
র্মূতিগ  বানাভনা হয, কলকািা শ্রেভক দইু তশল্পী তনর্মাই পাল ও তবশ্বতজৎ চক্রবিী 

এভসতছভলন। এরপর ২০০৯ ও ২০১৬ সাভল আবারও তিরী হয শ্রদবীপ্রতির্মা 
কাতডগ ভফ; এই বছর ২০২৩ সাভল নিুন র্মূতিগ  তিতরর বদভল আভর্র র্মতূিগ গুতলর 

পুনরুদ্ধার করা হয।  

বাঙালীর কাভছ পূজার এই পাচঁটি তদন খুবই আনভের। এই কটি তদভন ঢাক, কাসঁর, র্ন্টা, িুপ, িুভনা, র্মন্ত্রপাঠ, চেভনর সুর্ন্ধ 
ও র্ান বাজনার সাভে সাভে সকভল শ্রর্মভি ওভঠ আনভে। আর্মরা এই পূজা তনভয এি বেস্ত োতক শ্রয এইভদভশর অনোনে জাযর্ায 

শ্রয সর্মস্ত দরু্গাপূজা হয শ্রসগুতলভি যাবার কো তচন্তাই করভি পাতরনা। 

আর্মাভদর এই পূজা শ্রদভশর পূজার সর্ময ও িাতরখ শ্রদভখ করার শ্রচষ্টা কতর। এই পূজাভি আর্মরা সতন্ধপূজা, চন্ডীপাঠ এবং 

অনোনে সর্মস্ত তক্রযাকর্মগ পালন করার শ্রচষ্টা কতর। এছা়ো দপুুভর ও রাভি সকভলর জনে শ্রভার্প্রসাভদর বেবস্থাও আর্মরা কভর 

োতক।  

দশর্মীর আর্র্মন আর্মাভদর সকভলর র্মনখারাভপর কারে। দশর্মীর তদন পূজা র্মন্ডভপ তসদঁরু শ্রখলা হয। সাভে হয র্ান বাজনার 
সভে শ্রদবী দরু্গার র্ে তবসজগ ন। আবার একটি বছর অভপক্ষা, িার র্মাভঝ শুভ তবজযার প্রোর্ম, শ্রকালাকুতল। সকভলর তর্মলন, এভক 
অপরভক আনভের সভে জত়েি রাখার বন্ধন হল বাঙালীর শ্রেষ্ঠ উৎসব দভুর্গাৎসব।  

ওছ়েলছের প্রবােী দরু্গাপজূা 

মননকা যেনগুপ্ত 



 

 

 

The Beginning 

The year was 1973. A few Bengalis living in the valleys of South Wales 

decided to organise a gharoa (homely) Durga Puja. An acquaintance in 

Kolkata got Durga and her children artistically drawn onto a rolled-up 

canvas or chal chitra. This was brought over to Cardiff and the first  

ever Durga Puja in Wales took place in the Rhondda valley in the           

bedroom of Dr & Mrs Santosh Sen at Nelson. The priest was Dr Kamal 

Ghatak. Amongst us even today are many senior members of who had 

attended 

that very 

first Pujo 

- Dr & 

Mrs Mohan Nath, Mrs 

Jharna Majumdar, Mrs 

Shikta Ghatak (wife of 

Late Mr Kamal Ghatak; 

she currently lives in             

Birmingham), Mrs Roma 

(Anuradha) Chowdhury 

(currently lives near               

Lincoln), Dr & Mrs Asit 

Haldar and Ila Halder. 

 

The first baroyari (community) Durga Pujo was performed the following year in 1974 at 

28 The Parade, Cardiff by Dr Acharjya. Mr. Chakraborty and Late Banerjee Da were our 

next priests. Late Dr H K Acharya returned and then stepped back because of work pres-

sures only to return when Bannerjeeda’s health declined. Funding came from donations 

collected from members of the Indian diaspora settled in Cardiff, Swansea and Newport.  

Our chal chitra Durga continued to be worshiped until 1986 when Late Mr Kamal Ghatak, 

an engineer based in Cardiff, made a small five-piece clay image of Durga, Saraswati, 

Lakhsmi, Kartik and Ganesh in his garage. He donated them to what was then known as 

the Bengali society, for purposes of Durga Pujo.   

Over subsequent years, Durga Puja brought together Indian families who were new to 

Wales, promoting an opportunity to socialise, create friendships and celebrate their 

shared culture. This group grew in size and in 1983-84, that small group renamed itself 

as the Wales Puja Committee. Our constitution and terms of reference were developed 

in 1994 and in the year 1996, Wales Puja Committee was           

registered as a charity with the Charity Commission.  

Kumartuli to Cardiff 

Our first Durga clay images travelled all the way from                   

Kumartuli in 1991. Many of us who were there to receive those 

very first Kumartuli images at Old St. David’s Hospital                    

Community Hall in Cardiff are still around. Opening the packing 

of ekchala Durga on a Shashthi afternoon was a real                         

celebration for the first time in Wales  

Passing the Baton over half a century 

Dr Sandip 

Raha 

The First Puja in Cardiff with the wonderful canvas            

paintings of Goddess Durga and her family 



The second image from Kumartuli arrived in 

1997. Between the years 1990 – 1994, we 

moved our Durga Puja venues from the first 

floor of the Old Empire Swimming Pool 

(currently the site of the Millenium Stadium) to the 

Parade Hall and then  finally in 1995, to Penyrheol 

Community centre, Caerphilly. This Community Cen-

tre was the venue for our Durga Puja for several 

decades all the way until 2019.  

The Making of the Goddess 

The first clay- image making of 

Durga in the United Kingdom 

took place in 2002 at the Old Li-

brary- currently known as the Museum of 

Cardiff. Artists Mr Nemai Pal from Kumartuli 

and Mr Biswajit Mukherjee made five idols 

from scratch         using hay, clay and oth-

er raw materials over a period of three 

weeks. This unique project was called 

‘Making of Durga’ and was supported bril-

liantly by Late Christine McKay, the curator 

of the National Museum of Wales and Mrs Rubi Pal Chowdhury from Arts and Crafts 

Council of West Bengal, India. 

Clay images were made again in 2009 using clay, hay 

and papier mache at the St Fagan’s 

Museum, and in 2016 at the Bute-

town History and Arts Centre. Art-

ists in residence were brought from 

Kolkata, the brothers Purnendu and 

Dibyendu Dey in 2009 and Dibyen-

du Dey and Sunil Pal in 2016. Both 

projects         received funding sup-

port from the Arts Council of Wales 

and the              Lottery Fund. The 

old set of images were donated to 

St Fagan’s               Museum for 

purposes of permanent display. 

Workshops were conducted with 

local school children and two book-

lets were produced- ‘Preserving 

Heritage of Durga Puja Festival and 

Clay Image Making in Wales’ and 

‘The Heritage of Durga Puja Festival 

and Clay Images in Wales’. A DVD 

was produced to capture the ex-

perience for our      future gener-

ations. 

This year in 2023, Wales 

Puja Committee undertook 



Purnendu and his wife Chitralekha were in residence for a period of ten days to complete 

the work. This was once again a unique project in the UK and workshops were              

conducted which were open to anyone from the 

community.   

Wales Puja Committee - Pujo and beyond 

Our Durga Puja and other religious events such as 

Kali Puja, Diwali and Saraswati Puja had been  

taking place at the Penyrheol Community Centre 

in Caerphilly for several years. A range of other 

cultural events such as Nabo Borsho, Bong Connection were organised too. This vibrant 

period of the Wales Puja Committee was driven by many dozens of committed members 

under the guidance of seniors / trustees / artistic members – Mrs Gopa Guharoy, Mrs 

Banani Sinha Ray to name a few. The members of the WPC bonded during their range of 

shared responsibilities – be it the communal cooking at the Penyrheol Community          

centre, be it the  cultural activities such as music, dance 

and theatre performances, fashion shows. These           

cultural activities filled the evenings; programmes were 

also organised in Penyrheol and Rhiwbina Community 

Centres. Indian Melas have been organised to bring           

together Indian diaspora from all across South Wales in 

recent years.  

The torch bearers of today, bright, committed,                

technologically savvy and artistically gifted gives me 

great hope for the future and beyond. 



With fondness and a burning glow in my eyes I chose to recapture 

the semicentennial sentiments that mark the unfettered growth off 

our very own Wales Puja Committee. In a universal time zone 50 

years may seem miniscule to us but it has being a long and           

arduous trek. The journey has not always been smooth. But those 

who took on the journey made sure there would be no hiccups. 

From a very humble beginning in the early seventies and with a 

handful of devotees, we have snowballed into a sizable community 

in 2023. 

Loves labour they say is never lost. 

       “You work you toil, you never let your inners boil.” 

VISION 

The vision of our pioneers was intricately woven into the fabric of our emotional 
make up. September- October, with the gentle shivers of an early winter, Kans grass 
(Kash Phool) billowing 3 metres in the air in an intoxicating snowy dance truly            
heralds the coming of Ma Durga.  

It is Puja. Bengal is agog in anticipation. Kumartuli is bustling with activity.           
Ceremonial ‘Pandals’ are coming up to house the revered deity. A chaotic but happy 
madness settles over Bengal like tiny sparkles of joy. 

For those that left the shores of Bengal over 50 years ago there was alas a void in 
their existence, a deep dark void that needed to be filled with the light of joy, as is 
only be natural for those from the ‘City of Joy’. 

The mighty pioneers met and within their resources and financial constraints, laid 
down the founding stones of an epic journey. 50 years on, we live to celebrate in 
style. And maybe, some celebrating will live on to see another quinquagenarium.  

PARTNERSHIP 

Over the years we have partnered with many little and large organisations to boost 

our viability whilst nurturing and blending into the society we live in. Our story is one 

of success. 

As we have grown in poise and posture, from an awkward cygnet to a beautiful 

swan. We have spread our wings, capturing other events and festivities to enrich the 

cause and purpose of Wales Puja Committee. Though Durga Puja remains our ‘piece 

de resistance’, the real showstopper, we celebrate equally significant events such as 

Saraswati Puja, Kali Puja, Poila Boisak, Diwali and Holi. Dance, dramas, recitations, 

vocal renditions, and various other forms of art dot our annual calendar. I cannot but 

emphasise the importance of our culinary bias and creation of love drenched recipes 

from back yonder during these festivities. We have a vibrant bunch of members with 

extra ordinary skills who look after our religious, cultural, and culinary                                

extravaganzas. 

 

The Envious 50 Years  of   Wales Puja Committee,  

Cardiff South Wales, UK 

 Dr Ashok 
Mukherjee 



PUJA AND PRATIMA 

Puja is a salutation from within and Pratima unifies the religious, cultural, and 

social bond. Both are important. The union of the two culminates into a            

confluence of ‘Hindu karmic evangelism’. 

From a mere portrait on canvas 50 years ago to a home crafted image thereafter, 

the game had just begun. Through donations we collected enough funds to import 

our first Pratima from India in 1990. Subsequently over the years at regular intervals 

we brought in craftsmen from India who sculpted our images here in the heartland of 

Wales. Our last Pratima was made seven years ago. 

CREATION OF DURGA 

Over a decade after our very first Pratima import, we challenged ourselves to           

creating and making history. On three separate occasions, September 2002, July 

2009, and June 2016 we invited artists from the very ‘Sanctum Sanctorum’ of India's 

Pratima making hub of Kumartuli to create the magical images here in Cardiff. 

Project, ‘Creation of Durga’ was indeed a challenge but executed to perfection        

keeping in mind all traditional and emotional aspects of Pratima making. 

All three events where characterised by massive popular support with inclusivity and 

communal participation. Very strangely, the gap between each of the image making 

events has been seven years.  

RESTORATION OF GODDESS DURGA 

Our will last Pratima was sculpted in Cardiff in 2016. Exactly 7 years to coincide with 

our Golden Jubilee year. For various logistic reasons we were unable to generate a 

new image this year and thus project ‘Restoration’ was undertaken. 

PROJECT 

In collaboration with St Fagans National Museum of History we took on the unique 

project to restore in totality, the magnificence of Durga, the Goddess of primordial 

strength. 

St Fagans has been our natural ally, guiding us relentlessly through the two fruitful 

decades of our association.  

This unique project unfolded seamlessly within the crypts of the museum, sanctified 

by the very able artists from India. This week long project was upgraded to an Arts 

Festival where students of creative arts and passers by were encouraged to              

participate and be part of our endeavour. 

IN CONCLUSION 

With dedication and unfettered indulgence our predecessors laid the foundation 

stone 50 years ago. With enormous strength they but stood the tides of time and 

created, what is today, Wales Puja Committee. We owe it to them with reverence 

and a promise to continue their legacy to the next milestone. 

Today we have more than three hundred members dedicated to the cause of the 

WPC. It is a charitable organisation creating its funds through donations. Our aim is 

multiculturism through the spread and reach of Art and Culture. We dream of a                 

united community sharing and receiving from each others trove of artistic and 

cultural riches. 
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Every year when I would buy my annual diary, the first dates I 

would enter were not birthdays, exams or even the holidays- they 

were the dates for Durga Pujo. The most awaited five days for so 

many of us. Five days when you could block out the usual rigmarole 

of life and devote yourself to your faith, community and service. 

I recall how all responsibilities at Pujo were taken on with eagerness 

and joy – decorating the hall, making mala s, cutting fruits or serv-

ing food. We all worked hard over those five days, but I don’t even 

remember feeling tired! On the contrary, Pujo always managed to 

energise our spirit. Seeing the community working together gave me 

a deep sense of comfort, belonging and purpose. A feeling that has 

stayed with me ever since. 

The Wales Puja Committee has been family and I am delighted to see 

that it continues to be one for so many people even today. My heartfelt 

congratulations on 50 years of service and friendship.  

This photograph of Nupur is from a fancy dress organised by Mrs Jharna 

Majumdar during Durga Puja. 

 

 

I feel very privileged to have grown up with such a wonderful and nur-

turing community that as the WPC. As a child, Puja and event days 

were awaited with excitement - it meant that I would be dressing up in 

the beautiful outfits I had been saving since my previous trip to India. I 

would be having a blast with my friends, while our parents were busy 

having fun with theirs!  

One of my fondest memories as a WPC child is of the dance rehearsals 

that would commence in the weeks leading up to Durga Puja. Every 

year, Rashmi, Rama, Riya and our choreographer Shoma Didi would re-

hearse in any space available, ranging from a hired hall to someone’s 

living room. Regardless of where we were, it was always a time for fun 

and creativity. I can say with conviction that it did not matter how 

much skill or how many errors we brought to our rendition of ‘Mehendi 

laga ke rakhna’, the smiles on our families’ and friends’ faces and the 

applause at the end were always there regardless. I am sure my love of dancing started 

here.  

Along with dancing on stage, I took part in drama produc-

tions and fashion shows. From a young age, I truly felt like I 

was an important part of the WPC family, as the children of 

the committee members were always given responsibilities, 

such as serving the water and food, and helping on stage. 

Serving the mishti or the meat on Navami was an especially 

big responsibility! Not everyone enjoyed being in the position 

of having to politely say “No” to the Mashi or Mesho who was 

coming back for their third helping! As we got older, we saw these responsibilities pass 

down to the next generation. 

My memories of Durga Pujo in Wales 

Nupur 
Mukherjee 
Ganguli 

My experience of Wales Puja Committee 

Tanusree   
Govhil 



The day of the annual WPC Diwali party would be a particularly 

hectic one. My friends and myself would spend the day decorat-

ing the hall. We would then race home for a quick change of 

clothes and head back for an evening of dancing and socialising. 

The various events that I was able to help organise and take part 

in over the years are countless, and have definitely helped shape 

me as an adult. 

WPC has been an influential and important part of my life while growing up and even 

now when I am married and a mother to three children, going to the WPC Puja immedi-

ately transports me back to those joyful days. The friends I have made are lifelong, the 

sense of community that has been instilled in me is as strong and the endless memories 

I have made will be treasured forever. 

 

 

Anoushka: 

Celebrating Durga Puja with Wales Puja Committee for the greater part 

of my life has been an experience I have cherished and valued.          

Growing up as a first-generation immigrant, it can be hard to explore 

and embrace your culture. Whilst diversity is a lot more openly cele-

brated now, I know a lot of people in my shoes can struggle to feel se-

cure and confident in their identity. However, never once have I felt 

anything but at peace when with my community. Wales Puja Commit-

tee has always welcomed people from all different walks of life with 

open arms.  

Ishani: 

Unlike Anoushka my first experience of puja was 

actually as a visitor attending the Penyrheol puja 

with our close family friends who now live back 

in Kolkata. I remember being so surprised to find 

such a vibrant community in the middle of Wales and little did I 

know that I would soon become a part of it. The Durga puja I at-

tend today looks quite different from back then. The Temple of 

Peace is a wonderful new backdrop for our celebrations. However I think there will al-

ways be a place in our hearts for what all the kids call ‘the blue room’ in Penyrheol.  

My roles in puja have varied greatly - from dancing in the cultural program to holding up 

a tree during a natok and now more so as a spectator. Regardless of my involvement, I 

have always loved my time. 

I have always felt very lucky to have a reason to rejoice over the seasons turning cold 

and dark - to most this means winter is approaching, but to us Pujo!  

Anoushka: 

Since going to university, I haven’t been able to attend Durga 

Puja and I miss it dearly. It has always been a time for us to 

come together as a community and celebrate one of the most 

awaited festivals of the year. A highlight for me has always been 

our cultural programmes. From dancing to ‘Aye Re Chhute Aye’ 

back in 2011 with friends that are more like family, to seeing 

kids I have seen grow up now perform, it’s a very special time. It’s so important to  

Growing Up with the Pujas  

Anoushka & 
Ishani Sinha 



enrich our lives with all the elements our culture has to offer. 

Whilst helping me learn more about Hinduism and Bengali          

culture, Wales Puja Committee has also deepened my                         

appreciation of the arts and the talent and creativity that goes 

behind these performances and events. I have been introduced 

to a wide variety of dance styles, poetry, music and plays. Our 

culture is vibrant and vast, and the cultural programme has always showcased this.    

Having grown up around people who are willing to try new things and share their talents 

in this way, I in turn am a lot more confident when stepping outside my comfort zone 

and trying out new things.  

Both: 

The love and effort from everyone involved in organising Durga Puja cannot be stressed 

enough. It has been amazing to see how the organisation has grown and we feel very 

grateful to have grown up alongside it.   

 

 

 

Ashmit now a strapping young man of 15 shared this story of Ma Durga and what Durga 

Pujas in Cardiff means to him. This is from an interview taken in 2016 after his            

involvement in the heritage project. 

The story 

Once upon a time there was a wicked demon 

called Mahishashur. He wanted to be immortal 

and very powerful, so he did penance to please 

Lord Brahma who is the creator of the universe. 

Lord Brahma appeared in front of Mahishasur 

and offered him a boon. Mahishasur asked if he 

could be immortal and very powerful. Lord 

Brahma disagreed to this and said that he could 

not make anybody immortal. Then Mahishasur 

asked if it would be possible if only a woman 

would be able to kill him and not any male person. Lord Brahma agreed to this and gave 

him the boon. 

After this Mahishasur got really happy and thought that he would be invincible now and  

Lenses and Perspectives  

Ashmit Saha 



started destroying everything and being very cruel. He started chasing all the 

gods away and challenged them to all bad things. The gods escaped to Lord Shiva 

in the mountains of the Himalayas. Lord Shiva heard about all this and got very 

angry at Mahishasur. So Lord Shiva made a woman figure with his powers. All the 

gods gave her all their powers and lots of weapons. This woman was named Durga and 

after this, Durga went into battle with Mahishasur.  

During the battle Mahishasur changed his form into lots of other animals. First he 

changed his form into an elephant. Last of all he changed himself into a buffalo, and Ma 

Durga stabbed her trident into the buffalo’s chest and killed him. 

After this earth was a very happy place to live on.  

Ashmit’s Durga Pujo 

We celebrate the victory of good over evil during Durga pujo. 

When I was one or two years old, for the first Durga pujo I went 

to, I went to the Kolkata Durga pujo, and the other seven years 

I have seen Durga pujo in the Wales Durga Pujo Committee.  

I love it. I love meeting everyone, I like playing with my friends, 

I love the food and I think Durga pujo is a very happy time to 

meet everyone and celebrate together because it’s a very happy 

festival for us. We do singing, dancing and sometimes the 

grown-ups do funny plays in Hindi or Bengali. I enjoy               

performing on stage with my friends.  

I wear new clothes almost everyday. We wear our Indian            

traditional clothes which is good a pajama and panjabi and we 

have traditional shoes called nagra, which normally kings and 

princes  wear. I used to wear nagras when I was small, but now 

they’ve become quite small, so I need to buy a few new ones.  

The images of goddess Durga and her children are very                 

beautiful. First they are sculpted with clay, then they are              

decorated and painted with lots of different colours and nice patterns, and sometimes 

the gold jewellery is put on them. I would really love to learn how to make the images 

out of clay from the artists.  

 



Having moved to Wales in the mid 

90’s like every other Indian who 

moves overseas they try to look for 

the roots and culture around. Having found the option of 

some exposure to the Gujarati community with the Navaratri 

and dandia. We hail from Bombay as I still call it and we 

were looking for some other opportunities and in 1999 when 

I was working in Newport with Dr Ashok Mukherjee who in-

troduced us to Durga Puja in Caerphilly where it used to be 

held previously and both Alka and I used to go there every 

year and then our kids were born and the kids used to go there as well. We have seen 

the Durga Puja flourish. We have seen how children were involved in the celebration in 

the cultural events and at one point when you saw the generation of children who went 

past their teens and went off to university as to who else would take this on and you can 

see over the years how the mantle has been passed on so that the tradition the culture 

continues so that we and our children are exposed to our traditions our culture which 

have been our foundation throughout our lives and it has been great to be part of this 

journey with Wales Puja committee and long it may last and hope it flourishes more and 

more. 

We first started going to Wales Puja committee in 1999, thanks to 

Dr Mukherjee. Sashin and I since then I have always made it part 

of our Navaratri ritual to attend the puja. It was always a very 

emotional experience because as a child I always made it a point to attend Durga Puja 

at our local Ramakrishna mission in Mumbai and when I first saw the murti I almost had 

an instant connection. When our daughter Saiba was born, Saraswati puja was the first 

event she went as a baby and since then we have made it a point to encourage our            

children to be part of this ritual. The detailed conduction of the ceremony and the in-

house cooking for large and variable numbers never ceases to amaze me. They were 

never short of food the buses used to keep coming from Bristol West Wales but the  

wonderful volunteers in the kitchen keep churning out delicious food miraculously.  

Over the years it is obvious that the new generation has taken it on to greater heights 
with astounding cultural programmes that are always a joy to experience and we look 
forward to this event every year. Both of us 
would like to send our wishes good luck and 
may this continue to prosper. 

The Professors Reflect on their 25 years  

of Durga Puja Memories 

Prof Sashin Ahuja 

Prof Alka Ahuja 

Ganesh Puja at The Ahujas with WPC’s 2009                                           

image refurbished by Purnendu 



Preparations for Puja Cer-

emonies  

1997 Durga Pujas 

1993 Durga Pujas in 

Empire Swimming 

2002 Durga Puja 

2003 Durga Puja 

Down the Memory Lane 





Magic 

memories 



 

‘‘Live interaction with a crowd is a cathartic, a spiritual kind of exchange 

and it is intensified at a festival’’. 

A festival is held to highlight the culture and heritage of a country. It has 

a profound impact on society. A festival means a union of souls, a            

harmony of spirits and we can derive an aesthetic pleasure from a           

festival. Such inner delight elevates our mind, and we feel a oneness 

that makes our relation stronger. 

Holding a festival is an art which is nothing but the reaction of the soul 

to the beautiful objects of life and nature. When emotions and feelings 

of the soul take a tangible form at the sight of beauty, they assume the 

form of art. Art is nothing but the expression of the exuberance in our 

personality and in this sense, celebrating a festival is an art which is always a source of 

pleasure. A festival is an escape from the boredom of routine life into a world of joy. The 

essence of a festival is union of minds, it is guided by elementary passion. It is a mode 

of extending our contact with our fellowmen beyond the limit of our personal circles. 

This year the Wales Puja Committee is celebrating its golden jubilee year. WPC is an         

integrated whole that has been rendering social services for 50 years. The purpose of 

WPC is to make people aware of the cultural and traditional values of our country, India. 

I have the privilege of knowing the Wales Puja Committee through my daughter 

Atreyee, my son-in-law Neeleem and my grandson, Ashmit who are part of this                   

committee. I know how this Durga Puja celebration of WPC has won a distinctive place in 

the realm of art and culture in Wales. This is the 50th year of celebration and this long 

journey of WPC has been possible due to the dedication and cooperation of all its               

members. WPC is a family which has a strong bonding of love and trust among all its 

members. When a feeling of fraternity governs a whole, it is bound to flourish. It is our 

pride that nowadays the Durga Puja festival is celebrated not only in India but also 

abroad with much pomp and grandeur. Thus, this famous festival of Bengal transcends 

the barrier of caste, creed and religion and brings a feeling of universal oneness. 

In 2021, the Durga Puja festival was declared as an intangible cultural heritage of            

humanity by the UNESCO. The Bengalees as well as the Indians who have emigrated to 

foreign countries are trying to uphold our culture and heritage to the people of those 

countries and such noble efforts at home and abroad have crowned the Durga Puja             

festival with the glory of UNESCO – ‘Intangible Cultural Heritage’. 

A festival widens our experience of life by revealing those aspects which are commonly 

hidden from our view. We see only a small fraction of life which exists around us and    

understand it imperfectly. Our vision is limited, and power is small. But when we are          

together with a same spirit to achieve a goal, we have a broad-spectrum view of life and 

such a vision casts a feeling of harmony and oneness among all. 

I feel the Wales Puja Committee has fulfilled all the objectives of a festival and has       

embraced the essence of a festival which is universal oneness. 

Wishing all the members of WPC a grand celebration of the golden jubilee year! 

Happy puja to all!! 

. 

Mrs Bhaswati Rakshit, Atreyee’s mother is a retired english teacher and lives in Kolkata. 

The Essence of a Festival 

Bhaswati 
Rakshit 



Wales Puja Committee, popularly known as WPC, is going to celebrate 

its fifty years shortly. It’s a welcome event for all of us who are             

well-wishers and have been connected to it in some form. WPC is a 

very vibrant organisation. It’s title may create the image that it is               

confined to organising Puja in Wales, which may have been true at the 

time of its inception. However, I know WPC for more than last thirteen 

years - in my eyes, WPC associates itself with many events which have 

direct impact on the social life of Bengali diaspora in South Wales.  

WPC performs Puja - not only Durga Puja, but also Kali Puja and                      

Saraswati Puja. Even During COVID, WPC performed all pujas in a              

restriction- compliant manner, with the same dedication. Various other 

cultural events were organised remotely respecting Covid restrictions. I remember a 

very lively online quiz competition for couples. This is truly praiseworthy.  During those 

lockdown months, many other cultural programmes were successfully organised online. 

It was amazing and astonishing for all of us. 

WPC has become a powerful social and cultural platform. It plays an important role to 

unite and enrich the Bengali-speaking people of Indian origin. Most of them are reputed 

doctors who save the nation- despite being affected by COVID multiple times, these 

doctors never compromised on their service and finally achieved victory over the                

pandemic. Despite living more than five thousand miles away, as they say in                           

Bangla-‘beyond seven seas and thirteen rivers’, WPC is upholding its own culture, hand 

in hand with similar organisations countrywide.  

Alongside, WPC has successfully networked and created partnerships and engagement 

opportunities with various other communities through the cultural performances. It has 

linked  up with  the Museum of Cardiff Museum to present a glimpse of its own culture 

to the wider communities in the region. WPC with its inclusive spirit invites all including 

locals and those of all generations and involves them in their events. This includes their 

very well conducted making or restoration of Durga projects which are run as educative 

arts projects from which all can learn. In doing so they are very closely linked with the 

local schools, museums and universities. This creates a huge bank of support and     

goodwill that the organisation can draw upon.   

WPC is now managed largely by its second generation of leadership with able guidance 

from dedicated members from its first generation. At the same time, slowly, the third 

generation is also being trained. 

On its GOLDEN JUBILEE of WPC needs to continue to be considerate, prudent and             

united and  prioritise the organisation before personal agenda, if any. I think, many of 

us are confidently hopeful  that WPC will surpass its century also with all glory of ever 

increasing excellence. 

Mr Jagannath Bhadra, Raktima’s father spends his retired life roaming every corner of our planet 

and he has over the years interwoven himself into all our WPC activities. He follows us closely 

and during his visits to the UK participates in our programmes, our plays and is a regular           

contributor to our magazine. Both Mr Bhadra and Mrs Rakshit are examples of how the WPC 

reaches across the shores and influences and involves our family members. My recall my             

mother was actively involved in helping Raktima with an early Riturongo performance all those 

years ago. We feel blessed that they do get involved in our activities and are enriched by it. 

Wales Puja Committee and its Fifty Years: My Feelings 

Jagannath 
Bhadra 



 

The 2023 Pratima Restoration Project 

Spring  

Discussions with St Fagan's 

Museum of History about 

the project, logistics and 

partnership 

Late Spring  

Purnendu acquired all materials that 

needed to be brought from Kolkata for 

the work. Shopping of local materials 

by the museum 

Late Spring  

Purnendu and Chitralekha applied 

for visas with support letters from 

WPC and the museum 



 

June—Week 4 & 5 

Restoration work by                

Purnendu and Chitralekha Dey  

The Process 

All idols stripped down to clay and 

remodelled, painted and adorned 

with new decorations and shaaj 

 

The Process 

2 workshops, and a completion 

day event at the WPC office 

 

 

The Results 

A completion ceremony in the 

first weekend of july 

 

Idol on display at the Museum   



DAY 1 DAY 2 

DAY 3 

DAY  4 

DAY  4 

DAY  4 

DAY 5 

DAY 5 

DAY 5 



DAY 6 DAY 6 DAY 6 

DAY 7 DAY 7 DAY 7 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 



DAY 8 

DAY 8 DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 

DAY 8 was a day of great progress when suddenly we could start 

to visualise the beautiful final restored images 



DAY 9 

DAY 9 DAY 9 DAY 9 

DAY 9 DAY 9 

DAY 9 

DAY 9 

DAY 9 



A highlight of the project was the keen community involvement 





The Project Completion Ceremony 





Our Newly Restored Images 









যেকড় আেগতীর্গ 

‘পৃতেবীো নাতক শ্রছাভো হভি হভি..’ র্ানো তক শ্রশাভন শ্রকউ আজকাল? 

র্মহীভনর শ্রর্া়োগুতল শ্রকাোয িাত়েভয তনভলা কাভলর রাখাল, 

শ্রক জাভন..  

আর্মরা প্রবাসী যারা িারা খুতঁজ শ্রশকভ়ের র্মাভন, 

জীতবকার কাঁোিাভর তর্ভরতছ জীবন,  

তকভশার ও শ্রছােভবলা ক্রভর্মই আবছা কভর সৃ্মতিদপগে, 

আর্মাভদর শ্রনক্সভজন শ্রশাভনতন শ্রেযা শ্রর্াষাল তকংবা অনুপর্ম রায, 

Coldplay চলভল িারা জীবভনর সভে তর্মল শ্রবতশ পায, 

িাভি শ্রিা শ্রদাভষর শ্রনই তকছু,  

র্মানুষভক তনভি হয আর্ার্মীর তপছু,  

শুিু র্মাভঝ র্মাভঝ ঠিকানা ঝাতলভয তনভি শ্রফভর িারা তনভজর শ্রশকভ়ে, 

বাঙাতল শ্রযর্মন কভর দুর্গাপুভজাভি িার পতরতচতি িভর, 

দীপাবতল হভয ওভঠ প্রবাভসর ভারিীয-তর্মলভনাৎসব, 

আকাশপ্রদীপ হভয তভনভদশবুভক জ্বলা শ্রদশভর্ৌরব। 
 

আর্মাভদর কাশ শ্রনই, কাতডগ ফ আভছ।  

শরভি বাঙাতল সব পুভজা তর্ভর বাঁভচ,  

র্ভ়ে ওভঠ প্রতি সাল বাভপর র্ভরভি শ্রফরা উর্মার প্রতির্মা, 

সাভে িাঁর শ্রছভলভর্মভযর দল, লক্ষ্মী সরস্বিী কাতিগ ক র্ভেশ, 

কো বভল ওভঠ বুভক সুপ্ত স্বভদশ, 

অভয ও আশীষ তনভয তিনযনী শ্রর্মভল তদভল িাঁর দশহাি, 

উভঠাভন দাঁ়োন এভস রবীন্দ্রনাে ,  

ডাক শ্রদন আপন পভের শ্রেভক বাইভর দাঁ়োভি, 

শ্রশকভ়েরা শ্রজভর্ ওভঠ বাংলায শ্রলখা সব র্ান কতবিাভি, 

বীভরন ভদ্র শ্রেভক অষ্টর্মী অঞ্জতল, সকভলর সাভে বভস পংতিভভাজন, 

 

Musings: Poetry and Prose 



সুভখ উতিভয শ্রদয শ্রফভল আসা পাবভনর শ্রস র্মন-শ্রকর্মন, 

শ্রজভর্ ওভঠ কলকািা, বিগর্মান, উত্তরপা়ো, তশতলগুত়ে, চেননর্র.. 

জভের শহভরর অর্মতলন সৃ্মতি আঁকা তকভশার-র্র, 

শ্রনক্সভজন তচভন শ্রনয তভনভদভশ বভস শ্রেভক,  

আদভি রভযভছ িার শ্রকাোয শ্রশক়ে। 

 

পৃতেবীো নাতক শ্রছাভো হভি হভি.. র্মহীভনর শ্রর্া়োগুতল  আজও চভলভছ কভর সর্ময-সফর। 

 

                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our WPC Family  Aditi Basu 
 

Once new to this association, little did I know you all, 

Amazing ten years for me it is, from what I can recall. 

A cordial welcome right away, made my heart melt, 

A home far away from home is what I dearly felt. 

Friends in no time became a beautiful family over here, 

Love and blessings kept growing with each passing year. 

A big shout out and applause to all the members there, 

Your hard work and efforts are indeed a priceless affair. 

'Thank You' isn't enough for everything that you all do, 

Our 50th year will surely be a 'gala event", with all of you. 

As we step into our Golden Jubilee celebration fever, 

My heartiest wishes to Wales Puja Committee, now and forever. 

Aditya Maiti 3 years of age with a little 

help from mum Aditi Basu 



 

 

‘Surprised’ was my emotion when I was asked to write a few words about 

‘Poila Boisakh’ as an ‘external’ attendee. For one, Wales Puja Committee 

(the official name for what we endearingly call our Bong community) is 

as inclusive as it gets. Never have they made anyone feel ‘external’ in 

any of their celebrations, festivals, or dinners. I guess it was the                   

proverbial slip of the tongue!  

 

Tongue was of course slippery (and I am not figuratively 

speaking here) for every attendee on the day of Poila 

Boisakh this year, our salivary glands were truly working 

overtime.  

Scene 1: Shock and Awe  

Let’s roll back a few years when it all started. The year was 2011 and as any proud          

Bengalis (for that matter, any Indian) would instantly know, it was the 150th Birth            

anniversary of Rabindranath Tagore. Bongs decided to celebrate this great occasion with 

a feast that would be fitting for the Royalty. It was one of the best meals (from here on, 

would simply be called ‘The Bhojan’) I have had in my life, and believe me, I have had 

quite a few over half a century.  Every dish was a culinary masterpiece, especially                

considering that it was catered for the hundreds and by friends whose daytime jobs were 

to be doctors, engineers etc. It seismically moved the dial on the culinary scene in South 

Wales. No meal ever since was good enough! 

Scene 2: Victim of one’s own success 

Tiger had tasted blood. The Bong and 

non-bong communities had all tasted 

the Bhojan. Stories of the meal were 

told in numerous soirees, reminiscing 

the evening got everyone’s taste buds 

going, the evening simply became the 

talk of the town. No one looked at 

prestigious Indian restaurants in           

Cardiff with the same admiration           

anymore. As time passed, both bong 

and non-bong friends were scouring Tagore’s timeline for any occasion that they could 

present to WPC as deserving of another Bhojan like the one on his 

150th! Numerous such potential opportunities for another feast were 

presented to WPC but sadly with no luck. The clamour reached a          

crescendo.  

 

Scene 3: Good things come to those who wait 

If there ever was a ‘referendum’ on whether ‘Bhojan’ should happen 

again, the vote split would have been 100:0. Then the unimaginable 

happened. Sorry, Tagore wasn’t born again, but Covid 19 was here! 

Difficult times made us appreciate the best things we had: no, not 

the Tesla but the friendship and our support network. As Covid retreated, Bongs’ zeal to 

celebrate life, friendship and survival gave way to this year’s ‘Poila Boisakh’. What could 

be a better way to celebrate the Bengali New Year than with a feast to match ‘the           

Bhojan’! An entire new wave of excitement was in the Spring, a date was fixed.  

Poila Boisakh  

Dr Sridhar 
Kamath 



Previously made appointments were cancelled with utter disdain.           

Diaries were cleared for the occasion. Friends rang folks in India to 

proclaim that it was happening. Good things indeed come to those 

who wait!  

Scene 4: ‘Poila Boisakh’ 

The Bengali New Year had arrived          

earlier than the much-awaited British 

spring. I was the first ‘non-bong’ to      

arrive on the scene and no Bong was 

surprised. It was as if what they always 

knew. I was told that we must get through the ‘Ritu Rango’ in the 

first round to get to the Bhojan.  

 

Ritu Rango refers to the programme showcasing the Bengali culture, 

comprising of traditional dances, music, and the recitations to depict 

the various seasons or ‘ritu’s. Ritu Rango was so captivating that 

momentarily (and can you believe it), I forgot about the Bhojan. Such talent on show! 

The recitation from the likes of Mitra and Mukherjee (or maybe I should say, Rekha and 

the Amitabh) took me back to the days of ‘Kabhi khushi 

kabhi gam’; the depth in their voices that both Tagore and 

Bachchan would be proud of!  

 

Now for the Bhojan, take 2! Time to whet the appetite. The 

scene was set. Ritu Rango satiated all senses except that of 

‘taste’. Air was thick with rich, tantalising scents of cooked 

meat and fragrant herbs. My patience was wearing thin.  

 

Aloo posto, daal, fish kalia, prawn malaikari, mutton kosha, mishti doi. Each dish was a 

work of culinary art and seemed to dance between tradition and innovation. Our Chefs’ 

culinary prowess was on full display.  

The biggest challenge for me was how to apportion my plate, dilemma between what I 

should savour first and how to devour the rest. As I was reassured by my serving friends 

with a ‘wink and a nod’ that I could come back for more, I commenced my indulgence 

with the fish and the prawns. Perfectly spread sauce on every morsel was a celebration 

of senses and as good as I could remember from 12 years ago! Tender chunks of            

succulent lamb were slow (mark Drakeford would be proud of) cooked to perfection; it 

not only fell off the bone but melted in my mouth.  

 

Aloo posto- that signature dish that binds the simplicity of potatoes with nutty              

lusciousness of poppy seeds. No bong can do aloo posto wrong but when it gets your 

tongue  tingling and gives you the high as opium, you know you are having a great ver-

sion. I was transported to the vibrant streets of Kolkata. 

 

Mishti doi was the perfect final act; it settled down all the symphony of flavours in my 

mouth with its soothing velvety texture and precise sweetness. It was not just a dessert 

but a true embodiment of our bongs’ rich culture, affection, and friendship.  

 

Poila Boisakh whetted our appetite for culture, food, friendship, and life. 

 



This Colourful World             
 

My skin is brown, 

Like earth divine. 

My curls are tight, 

Furls of cotton candy, 

That I wear with pride. 

Black are my eyes, 

Dark as the star-decked night. 

Are we strangers? 

Yet the dusty road you travelled, 

Is the same as mine. 

 

Yes, I am a man. 

But I feel attracted 

To the ‘same’. 

Is that so strange? 

Is that my shame? 

When my heart breaks, 

The heavens move  

And darkness descends… 

My story? Or was that yours, my friend? 

In worship, I fold my hands; 

In awe, do I raise; 

My fingers touch my cross, 

To kiss it in praise. 

Tell me why o lord, 

They judge my faith, 

When in your eyes, we are all believers! 

 We are just the same. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr Sonali Dasgupta 
 

Listened, but unheard, 

Obvious, but unseen, 

Some less equal than others, 

Your voice rings hollow, 

When you cry out loud  

‘My sisters and my brothers’! 

 

Yet as the pen draws blood,  

And music wings its joyful flight; 

Embers of hope 

Kindle our senses alight! 

A kinder world, 

Where wisdom marks the race, 

Let be it the gift to our children- 

United, and in embrace. 



Dipak K Kundu 

Shiladitya Sinha 

Autumnale 



In 2013, my debut year as the Cultural Officer, stepping 

into the realm of the WPC, I brimmed with fresh ideas and 

an appetite for adventure. It was during the Durga Puja 

festivities that the concept of a full-fledged dance drama, 

"Chitrangada," came to my mind. 

It started with a casual conversation with Kausik, Ella & 

some of my fellow WPC enthusiasts. The journey to bring 

"Chitrangada" to life commenced in the summer of 2013. Yet, it was 

my Ma who fortified my resolve to undertake this ambitious venture. A 

devout Tagorian, she immersed herself in his works, igniting in me a 

shared passion nurtured over the years watching Tagore's dance dra-

mas at Rabindra Sadan, Kolkata. 

Once we decided to launch “Chitrangada” there was no looking back. 

The following months proved to be a blend of exhilarating challenges 

and profound satisfaction on a creative front. I found myself           

surrounded by equal-minded and super talented dancers including Sudipta (Arjun),               

Raktima (Kurupa Chitrangada) Sinjini (Madan) and Ishani (Sakhi).           

Together, we delved into Tagore's warrior princess, exchanging      

ideas, choreographing and refining every detail meticulously                

including the handcrafted props courtesy of Miku and Ishani. 

Ella, Anoushka, Rysha, Sohini, Siya, Nia, Sanjana & Avni (all 

around 10 years old at that time) filled us with their infectious               

exuberance and innocent sense of fun & comedy - a much needed 

distraction to otherwise intense sessions of rehearsals. The children 

beautifully amalgamated their Bharatnatyam skills with Tagore’s 

melodious sensitivity, donning the characters of 

Sakhis and villagers with unparalleled finesse. 

My Co-cultural officer Abhijit (Bill da) and I worked late every night 

editing the music tracks of Chitrangada - which were then expertly 

blended and executed on the night by our technical team comprising 

Neeleem Bill da and Kausik. 

The stage bloomed into a riot of colours adorned with gorgeous                 

costumes and stage lights expertly manned by my partner in crime, 

Kausik. The divine presence of Ma Durga and her family's Protimas 

in the backdrop added an ethereal touch to 

the spectacle. 

The evening unfolded seamlessly, with the        

eloquent introduction by Samita di and 

Josh, and the charming compering by 

Kausik. Thanks to Pankaj and Miku, this 

beautiful event was meticulously captured 

and preserved for our heritage archive. 

Drawing a crowd of nearly 350 attendees, 

a milestone in WPC's history, the success of the musical was 

complemented by the diligent efforts of the catering team, who delivered a delectable 

vegetarian dinner in their characteristic Annapurna style. 

Chitrangada 

Dr Madhuparna 
Mitra 



 Reflecting upon this extraordinary night, "Chitrangada" 

has etched its place as WPC's inaugural musical extrava-

ganza, a testament to our collective dedication and pas-

sion. My heartfelt gratitude goes out to all the artists, 

dancers, and technicians for their unwavering commitment, 

to Kausik, Ella and Ma for their unyielding support, and to 

WPC for providing an incredible platform to showcase the 

timeless essence of Tagore's "Chitrangada." It was truly an honor to be part of such a 

beautiful evening. 



Paintings by our talented artists 

Shikha Nath The Flamenco Dancer  

and other studies 

Anamika Chatterjee 
The African Lady and Shri Krishna 

Indira 

 Mukherjee 
The Rainy Street 

and Seascapes  



 

 

 

Pui -Mangsho 

Malabar spinach with lamb or goat meat 

Ingredients: 

2 bunches of pui saag or Malabar spinach chopped; the stems 

should be an inch long. 

500 grams of boneless meat chopped into small chunks 

1 medium onion chopped 

5 to 6 cloves of garlics crushed 

2 potatoes diced into 1-inch cubes  

1 tsp turmeric, 1 tsp chili powder (more if you want) 

Method: 

Fry potatoes and put aside. 

Fry onions till translucent, add the crushed garlic and continue frying. 

Add meat and fry, add turmeric and chilli powder. 

Keep cooking till the meat is half done.  

Now add the pui saag.  

Add salt; simmer till the meat is nearly cooked. 

Now add the fried potatoes. 

Cook till the pui-mangsho is ‘kosha’ (oil starts to separate). 

Serve with plain rice. 

 

 

Bandhakopir Payesh  

Cabbage Kheer 

Ingredients: 

½ of a cabbage 

1 litre of milk boiled and reduced to ½ a litre 

50 grams of ghee 

Sugar to taste 

2 table spoons of dry full fat milk powder  

Raisins, cashew nuts, pistachios 

4 crushed cardamoms  

Method: 

Boil the diced cabbage till soft and drain. 

Fry the cabbage in ghee.  

Add reduced milk to the cabbage and boil.  

Add 2 table spoons of dried milk to the cabbage, continue boiling. 

Add the dry fruits, cardamom, sugar to taste. 

Boil for a further 10 minutes.  

Garnish with nuts and serve hot or cold.  

 

Bon appetite! 

Rare recipes from my kitchen 

Mahua 

 Mukherjee 



 

Kids Corner 

Kiara Mukherjee,  

6  years 

Tanisha Bandopadhyay, 

11 years 
Sharanya Das,  

5 years 

Shivangi Das,  

13  years 

Oreet Sen 

4 years 

Akshi Banerjee,  

8 years 

Aarjo Mukhopadhyay,  

11 years 



Aayush Mukhopadhyay 

Soumil Saha 

13 years 



 

Durga Puja 
 

Roop Bhadra-Sarkar, 5 years  
 
“Durga Puja is a big celebration. We have 
Durga Puja every year. Durga Thakur has 4 
children - Ganesh, Kartik, Saraswati and 
Lakshmi.  
 
Durga Thakur rides on a lion, Ganesh rides 
on a mouse, Kartik rides on his peacock, 
Saraswati rides on a swan and Lakshmi 
rides on an owl.  
 
Durga Thakur is very good at balancing be-
cause she is standing on her lion with one 
leg and killing the naughty Demon, with the 
other leg.  
 
I meet my friends in Durga Puja. I play 
with them and I dance with them on the 
stage. There is lot of food in Durga Puja.  

 
I love Durga puja.” 
 
 

Durga Pujo for Me 

Jishnu Bhattacharjee, 9 years 

 

This is what Durga Pujo means to me 

It’s celebrating with friends and family 

 

Where kindness and joy are felt by all 

Where many people come, big and small 

 

Some people meet after many years 

Warm embraces, joyful tears 

 

The drumbeats, the prayers and bell, 

The blowing of the white conch shell 

 

Together we all worship the Goddess  

And pray for peace, health and happiness 

 

We stage drama, dance and sing, 

With friends together, all chattering 

 

Over these five days we kids have fun, 

Hide-and-seek, laugh and run 

 

We all enjoy delicious food 

Which always uplift people’s mood 

 

Visitors come from far and near 

For this wonderful time of the year! 

The Poets in the Kids Corner  



Durga Maa 

 

Ananmay Banerjee, 13 years 

 

*D* ating back to the 16th century 

*U* ndeniably a popular goddess  

*R* elentless, her skills are complimentary 

*G* oddess representing strength 

*A* lso known for defeating Mahishashura   

 

*M* iraculously, with a trident of large 

length 

*A* fter all, it was given by Shiva the de-

stroyer 

 

Durga Ma carries some significant weapon, 

Each one with a unique symbolism and     

representation. 

 

Her sword portrays wisdom for destruction  

which was given by Lord Ganesh 

While her conch represents happiness 

Gifted from Varuna, to destroy all the          

negative energy 

 

And her chakra depicts the life's sphere  

Given by the preserver, to symbolize the 

center of creation 

 

Representing auspiciousness is her spear 

Given by Agni to represent how we decide 

what's wrong or right 

 

The axe is used for defeating evil in a fight 

This axe was Vishwakarma's and signifies 

courage 

 

Energy is portrayed by her bow and arrow 

Which was given by Vayu 

The arrow represents how people's aim 

should be narrow 

And focus on one thing to achieve it  

 

Her determination is shown by her          

thunderbolt 

Which was Lord Indra's gift 

It symbolizes that praying to Mother Durga 

will help shatter problems with full                  

confidence 

 

Her trident shows the 3 gunas on each 

head 

Tamas, rajas and sattva 

As well as past present and future 

Gifted by Shiva the destroyer 

 

Ma Durga also carries the lotus flower  

Which was a present from the creator 

Who also gave her holy water and wisdom 

later 

 

Thus, in the gods’ and goddesses’ tower, 

Durga Ma is the supreme power. 

 

 

 

Durga Puja in my eyes 

 
Maharshi Ray, 10 years 

 

Durga Puja is the most festive time for 
Bengalis. It brings me happiness and joy at 
the very thought that I will get to spend so 
much time with my friends. While living in 
Cardiff, Durga Puja brings to us the same 

essence as it does to the people in Kolkata. 
From delicious food to exciting cultural       

programmes, ‘Pujo’ is a time like no other. 
It brings excitement and joy to my soul. 

 

Cultural programmes are the most          
important part of Durga Puja. This is            

because of all intense preparations that 
happen in the days leading up to Pujo. 

Since it is the Golden Jubilee year of the 
Wales Puja Committee (WPC), we have    

witnessed a clay image restoration project 
of Ma Durga. This is the first time I have 
ever seen a clay image restoration - I am 
really looking forward to the 50th year of 

Durga Puja in Cardiff.  
 



The Storm  Aaruni Bhattacharjee, 12 years 

23rd October, 2123 

I woke up without knowing why, and drifted towards the window like a silhouette in my 

own dream. Outside my window, the moon sat in the middle of the sky, like a peaceful, 

pearl-white orb. The night was calm; the night was still. But as I watched the starry sky, 

I saw something more. 

For weeks, a terrible storm had been wreaking havoc, leaving behind little more than 

fragments of huge settlements. Nowhere was safe. Wars were stopped, crime was a 

thing of the past, and the only evil in the world was the storm. Sometimes I wondered 

why it took something so terrible to bring us all together, to stop the acts of the past 

from influencing us. But it was too late, and we were like tiny ants cowering helplessly 

as we watched our destiny unfold. 

What had started this terrible calamity? It was no feat of nature, but the carelessness of 

the generations before us, injecting the world with more and more carbon dioxide before 

the land under the Stonehenge burst in a desperate cry of nature. And out from that 

crater came methane, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide and mixing quickly with the 

cold air to create the storm that has been raging for over five years. Five years filled 

with panic and fear, uniting and tearing everyone apart. Since it started, the storm has 

wiped out over 8 billion people. That’s 80% of our world population. We only have two 

billion people left in the entire world.  

But now, finally, inevitably, it had arrived here. As the wind began to roar and the sky 

darkened to a threatening grey, I started to run as fast as I ever have.  

As if my life depended on it. Which it did.  

I could almost feel the storm trying to grasp me. I darted through the village, joining 

many others fleeing for their lives. And then something hit me, and everything around 

went black. 

When I woke up, I found myself in a pure white, yet eerily dim lab. There was a large 

bank of computers, with blinking and flashing lights on every row of neat black PCs in 

the centre. Suddenly, I became aware of a man standing in front of me. I had so many 

questions to ask, but I was filled with memories I wasn’t aware of. Flashes of a lab, ex-

actly like this one, but with a huge invention instead of computers as the centrepiece, 

started whirling around my brain. And I realised what I was remembering. 

Long ago, before the storm, I had theorised exactly what had happened. I knew that the 

climate change situation wasn’t good, and that however much the world leaders argued 

that they were taking action, it wasn’t going to happen fast enough. I had theorised that 

a storm would begin, destroying everything and everyone in its wake, and had built a 

strategy to stop it.  

Something had wiped my memory of all of my work and only now, sitting in this lab with 

a complete stranger, did I feel as though my memories were being transferred back, 

rushing through my head like a flooding river. I turned to speak to the stranger who had 

been watching me all this time, to thank him, to ask him questions, but as my mouth 

opened, he held his hand up for silence. 

“I know you have a million questions for me, but now is not the time.” He spoke low and 

urgently, in a voice filled with hope. “I need you to tell me what you just remembered.” 

I wanted to tell him, but my mouth didn’t obey me. And then suddenly the words came 

gushing out. 



- “I saw a lab, with an invention in the middle. I can’t remember what it looked like, but 

I know that it can help me stop the storm!” 

The man looked at me with hope and wonder shining in his eyes. 

“Follow me,” he said 

We progressed through many dimly lit corridors. The entire place somehow looked brand new 

and forgotten all at once. None of us spoke, and yet from rooms near us we could hear the oc-

casional murmur of voices. And suddenly we turned off the corridor and into a clean, brightly 

lit lab exactly like the one I had seen in my memories. At this point my curiosity was overflow-

ing, and I had to ask the stranger some questions. 

“Who are you? What is this place? How did you find me?” 

- “Calm down. You are in a forgotten lab where you once used to work in secret. We have 

gathered up survivors of the storm here. It’s the only place in the world that’s safe from the 

storm. And this is your invention. But only you know how to work it.” 

He carefully avoided my question to his identity. 

I was shocked and surprised. I had never thought of myself as anything special, so why was I 

suddenly so important? 

As if he had read my mind, the stranger replied, “I know you probably think of yourself as 

someone ordinary, but just go over to the computers and give it a try.” 

I went over to the invention, where a spotlight dramatically shone on the sleek surface of the 

machine. Next to it was a small table where a laptop and mouse stood. I went over and pow-

ered the machine on. There must have been a fingerprint sensor, because it started up seam-

lessly and didn’t check for verification. An application was on the screen. Instinctively, I start-

ed typing. I didn’t know what was happening, but I let my memory take control, and began 

pressing keys, flicking switches, pulling levers and pushing buttons. 

Suddenly the platform I was on began to rise, taking me and the invention towards the roof, 

which in itself had began to open. We climbed slowly upwards, away from the underground 

lab, and towards the ground, just me and the invention I had made. And suddenly, the ma-

chine started whirring and rattling, and a large shockwave pulsated through the air. There was 

a moment where everything was silent and still. And then the wind started to roar in my ears - 

a familiar, recognisable roar. 

The storm had arrived, and I was right in the middle of it. 

The invention sent out another shockwave, stronger than before, and the roaring lessened. 

Another shockwave, bigger than every shockwave combined, throbbed through the air, throw-

ing me backwards. And then there was silence. 

We had won. Finally.  

 

A trip to our ancestral Bangladesh       Ethan Dutta, 9 years 

This summer I travelled to Dhaka with my Didi (maternal grandma), my mum, aunty and 

cousin brothers. My mother’s side of the family, the Sen family, were originally from the 

Noakhali district which is now a part of Bangladesh. My mum told me many of her childhood 

stories about this place and how special those days were, so I was super excited to see this 

part of our family history!  

 

We travelled from Dhaka to Noakhali, it was a day trip; it was very special to my mum as she 

was visiting her ancestral home after 20 years. We visited the ashram of Sree Ram Thakur - 

this is where his last remains have been kept and it is an auspicious place for many Hindus. 

We then went to a place called “Sen er pole” which is part of the Begumganj Thana in Noakhali  



district. It is a small bridge named after my mum’s family name, where the Sen family 

lived before the Partition of India.  

As we walked through the village, I saw beautiful trees 

and several ponds on both sides. I saw the ruins of our 

family’s Kali temple there. Didi showed me where my 

great grandfather late Kunjalal Sen’s tomb was built to 

preserve the ashes after his cremation. There were 

tombs of other late Sen family members there and 

even after so many years, these have not been de-

stroyed. The tombs were all surrounded by very old 

trees and bushes and it looks as if the trees have been 

protecting them.  

 

Didi also told me a little bit about the history of 

Noakhali. In 1946 there was riots in the area and           

Mahatma Gandhi visited the place to restore 

peace           between Hindus and Muslims. There 

was also a mosque after ‘Sen er pole’ or the 

Sen’s bridge, and the land for the prayer area of 

the mosque was originally donated by the Sen 

family to maintain religious harmony in the vil-

lage.  

 

I felt very happy to see that even after so many 

years, people recognised anyone from the family 

and                welcomed us. I saw houses with 

wooden walls and tin on roofs, there were ducks 

in the pond and cows on the fields and lots of coconut 

trees. We were offered fresh coconut water by the local 

people. I feel very lucky to go and see this part of his-

tory of our family. I will             always 

cherish 

the 

Ma Durga  Painted by Ellora Mukherjee, then 

aged 11 for the 2015 WPC Souvenir Cover 

Ma Durga  drawn by Aayush Mukhopadhyay, then 

aged 11 for the 2019 WPC Souvenir Cover  

 



Magic Moments from the 2022 Durga Puja 

pc- Krishnendu 
Banerjee 



Pujo Bites                           Compiled by Ishani Sen  





Compiled by 

Ishani Sen 



pc- Krishnendu Banerjee 





First poem published in 1990 by Nikita 

Lalwani, 16 years 

A Roma Choudhury wrote a lot of                

evocative articles in the first 3 souvenires 



1992 Souvenir 1995 Souvenir 

2002 

The First Creating Durga in Partnership 

with the National Museum of Wales ap-

pears in the 2002 Souvenir back inner 

cover 

Dr Acharya and his wife in one of the later 

souvenirs 





Articles by Dr Acharya and Bishnu 

Choudhury in the 1998 souvenir  

Letter from Mrs Sen, wife of DR Sen,        

founder member in 1998 Souvenir published 

to celebrate 25 years of pujas in South 

Wales 

Angshuman Mukherjee with a sense of             

humour in the 2001 Souvenir 



2001 2002 

2002 2002 



2003 2003 

2004 

2004 



2004 Souvenir 

had lots more 

interesting            

articles 



2004 Souvenir  

2005 Souvenir  





2007 Souvenir  

2008 Souvenir  

2008  Souvenir was the last to be published on 

paper only and from 2009 our souvenirs became 

available online.   



2009 Souvenir  



2009 Souvenir  

2010 Souvenir  



2013 Souvenir with Dr Shiladitya Sinha 

starts to improve content and design 



These are all available on line and have not been covered here. 
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TESCO  

EXCELSIOR ROAD, WESTERN AVENUE 

 

A big thank you for allowing us to use your Community Space 
which is offered first cum first serve at no cost to the user. 

What a wonderful service indeed! 



 

 

 

WPC once again proud to have a number of UKBC Sera Samman Awardees. 

CHRISTINA ROY: Community Shaper Award 

Christina has been working in the field of education since the last 21 years. She had been 

passionate about teaching Bengali as a modern foreign language in schools and has become 

a senior examiner with AQA exam board for Bengali GCSE in A level. She has also                

contributed to empower, educate and employ women from BAME communities within Wales 

through her family learning project. She has tried to carry on the Bengali culture and              

tradition through various projects within the community.  

Christina is a dedicated educationist who wants to 

bring in change in Wales through her family learning 

programme. She provides the housewives a new vision 

to qualify and identify their skills and make a mark. 

Once the ladies are into employment they boom with 

confidence and they become role model parent to their 

children to support them better. She is currently      

working on a framework for family learning with the 

Welsh government to roll it out to all schools in Wales. 

Simultaneously, she encourages young children to stay 

connected to their roots. She leads a after school club 

where the parents take turn in teaching their children 

the language and the culture. As a senior examiner for 

Bengali as a modern foreign language she wants to 

promote the language among all Bengali families who 

are away from their home country. Among her many roles she is also involved in projects 

like foodshare which provides food for homeless or needy families. Her role with Wales PUJA 

committee shows another angle to life where she is a voluntary catering officer and leads 

the catering team to cook meals every day during the Durga puja. She cooks from her heart 

and would never want a single person to be without food. Similarly, she has been part of 

Bangladeshi women association too. Many times women come up to her with domestic                

violence support as they believe that she can solve any problem. She is always helpful and 

can guide people to find their way in life. She is a Bengali by heart with roots in both India 

and Bangladesh. 

 

MONIKA SENGUPTA: Community Shaper Award 

Monika Sengupta was engaged in voluntary work with both Bangladeshi and Asian               

communities. She worked in Mental Health team in Cardiff as a research worker. She is a 

qualified Social Worker in Elderly and Physical-Disability group. Monika has helped the             

communities in areas such as Housing, Childcare, aiding the Police and the Court System.  

Monikas' father once told her to always try and help those who can't help themselves but 

not to expect anyone to help in return. He told her to form her own identity. She arrived in 

the UK post her marriage and started engaging herself in voluntary work with Bangladeshi, 

Asian communities. She was promoted as a research worker in the Mental Health Team  

specifically engaging with communities of her ethnic background. There was a stigma           

attached within the members of ethnic minorities to seek help for mental health. They were 

afraid to see their doctors. Being charitable, compassionate and multilingual provided her 

with the appropriate skills and knowledge and impetus to overcome such impediments for 

all concerned and to help promote a healthier, more forward thinking and happier society                           

UKBC Awardees 



for people within ethnic minorities. At the beginning, it was not easy. She had no clients to 

start off. So she created her own marketing materials and 

promoted herself in multiple languages on questionnaires 

and leaflets and distributed them in grocery stores, GP        

surgeries and various clinics. Gradually more and more            

people contacted Monika, and she was able to build up her 

own personal client list of vulnerable people within minority 

groups. She began to receive multiple communiques from 

the authorities such as Housing, Childcare, Police and the 

Court requesting her help to support them in helping               

vulnerable people from ethnic backgrounds. She started 

travelling all the way to Plymouth, once a week, for two 

years to help out with the Childcare sector in that city,         

simultaneously working in Cardiff. In 1987 she qualified as a 

Social Worker (DIPSAW in Social Care) and worked in the Elderly and Physical + Disability 

Group until she retired in 2014. During this time her husband passed away in 1993, when 

she became a single parent with three young children, whom she managed to raise all by 

herself whilst managing to keep a roof over their heads, pay the bills and maintain her          

employment. Monika has been engaged with the Wales Puja Committee since 1978 and has 

supported various events like Durga Puja, Kali Puja, Swaraswati Puja. She helped with         

different sorts of activities such as the cooking for the guests, food and flower                     

arrangements, etc. She is still actively involved with the Puja committee and continuing her 

support through donations and various activities. 

 

RIA CHATTERJEE: Sera Bengali Award 

Ria Chatterjee is a reporter for Channel 4 News. She aims to take people on a journey of 

deeper understanding regarding youth violence. Ria believes that capturing both the             

darkness and light within people’s experiences is a journalistic imperative. She feels solution

-focused reporting is vital – that there must always be room for hope. The most important 

values in Ria’s life are communication and connection. She strives to ensure that her daily 

interactions with people are meaningful, whether that be in personal or professional set-

tings. Ria tries to lead with compassion and empathy. Any pastime that involves reading, 

writing and listening to Beyonce is a draw for Ria. But, she loves her family and friends 

more.  

The most important values in Ria’s life are communication 

and connection. She strives to ensure that her daily         

interactions with people are meaningful, whether that be 

in personal or professional settings. Ria tries to lead with 

compassion and empathy. Any pastime that involves    

reading, writing and listening to Beyonce is a draw for Ria. 

But, she loves her family and friends more.  

As a journalist, Ria seeks to put a rich cross-section of hu-

manity at the heart of her reporting, with a strong and re-

lentless focus on the communities that are vastly un-

derrepresented in the media. Authenticity and empathy 

play an important role in her approach to journalism. She 

believes that impactful journalism thrives on connections with people on the frontline of life. 

Ria has worked as a journalist for fifteen years, across multiple broadcasters including the 

BBC, Sky News, ITV News and currently as a correspondent at Channel 4 News. Her jour-

nalistic axis spins on original stories and exclusives. This is a natural consequence of being 

led by a desire to do things differently, engage viewers but also challenge their preconcep-

tions. She has reported extensively on UK social affairs, including police corruption, poverty,  



youth violence, inequalities within the education system, the coronavirus pandemic, the im-

pact of Brexit and much more. She has also reported from the USA and India on social and 

political issues impacting each country. For her reporting, Ria has won a British Journalism 

Award, Asian Media Award and Criminal Justice Alliance Award, as well as being shortlisted 

for the prestigious Orwell Prize for Exposing Social Evils. Ria’s father, Kanai Chatterjee, un-

dertook priestly duties for the Wales Puja Committee for many years. Ria enjoys exploring 

her Bengali heritage through various cultural mediums, but she is most connected to her 

roots through a commitment to spiritual activities. 

 

KRISHNENDU MAJUMDAR: Sera Bengali Award 

Krish is currently the Chair of Bafta, the first person of colour to occupy the prestigious 

post. He is an award-winning producer and director. He won the John Brabourne Big Five 

film award and a Mental Health in Media Award in 2008. His work has been nominated for a 

British Comedy Award, a Royal Television Society Award, a National Television Award, a 

Broadcast Award as well as a BAFTA. Krish's direction was also shortlisted for a Grierson 

Award and nominated for a BAFTA.  

Krishnendu (Krish) Majumdar's parents Dr. Rupen Majumdar and Mrs. Jharna Majumdar  

arrived in South Wales in 1966 from Kolkata. Krish grew up with his brother Saumendra 

(Sam) in South Wales. Krish is currently the Chair of Bafta, the first person of colour to              

occupy the prestigious post. He is an award-winning producer and director. He won the John 

Brabourne Big Five film award and a Mental Health in Media Award in 2008. His work has 

been nominated for a British Comedy Award, a Royal Television Society Award, a National 

Television Award, a Broadcast Award as well as a BAFTA. 

Krish's direction was also shortlisted for a Grierson Award 

and nominated for a BAFTA. He has been described by 

Screen International as one of "the brightest new hopes of 

the British film industry" in their 2006 'Stars of Tomorrow' 

list and "the maker of uncompromising documentaries" by 

The Independent. Krish was Series Director of the hugely 

successful An Idiot Abroad, with executive producers Ricky 

Gervais and Stephen Merchant and starring Karl Pilkington, 

the show broke viewing records for Sky1 HD. The series has 

been broadcast in 140 territories around the world including 

being the highest rated show on the Science Channel in the 

US. The DVDs have gone on to sell over 1.3 million copies. 

Krish was Executive Producer and directed 2 episodes of the 

second series, which returned to Sky1 HD in September 2011 which has gone on to be 

shown in 210 territories around the world. He was Executive Producer on An Idiot Abroad 3 

– a 3 part special for Sky1 HD. He has also just set up an independent production company 

- Me & You productions with Richard Yee. Their first production was to co-produce An Idiot 

Abroad 3. They have also made the award-winning Hoff The Record and the critically ac-

claimed I AM, an drama anthology series starring Vicky McClure, Samantha Morton and 

Gemma Chan, created by film maker Dominic Savage and broadcast on Channel 4. Krish is 

on the Board of Directors UK and is an elected member of the BAFTA Television Committee. 

He became chair of the committee in 2015, then deputy chair of BAFTA and now chair. 

 

DR ASHOK MUKHERJEE: Lifetime Achievement Award 

Dr. Ashok Mukherjee was born in India where he completed his medical training in Ortho-

paedics from Central Institute of Orthopaedics Safdarjung Hospital, Delhi. In 1981, after his 

post-graduation, Ashok left for the U.K. Since then he has trained over a 100 surgeons who 

now work as Consultants in different parts of Wales and England. Dr. Mukherjee has been 

involved in both, under and postgraduate training and has been a part of various research  



programmes. Dr. Mukherjee is now retired, lives in Cardiff with his wife. 

Both Dr, and Mrs Mukherjee are integral part of Wales Puja Committee and 

were front runners in leading the committee to its glorious 50 years in 

2023. In his spare time, he enjoys writing poems and short essays. 

It was the 40s, the 2nd World War was over, but the fall outs had crippled 

the world. It was time to rejoice, India's Independence from the colonial  

powers. But at the same time, it was time to mourn. Pakistan was born after a bleeding 

strife. It was at this epic time that Dr. Ashok Mukherjee was born, as he fondly narrates this 

story in friendly gatherings. His parents called him Ashok, as they wanted to keep him away 

from sorrow. In his own words, Dr. Mukherjee mentions "I was like a turtle, enclosed in a 

tough shell, repelling all evil forces''. He grew up in a rural backdrop. Being the son of a lo-

cally renowned Doctor, he thrived and flourished till one day, the rural wind blew too hard. 

He was five years old then and was shipped away to a boarding school. He spent the next 

10 years in the boarding school which he considers to be the best days of his life. 

He became a medic, trained in Orthopaedics in Delhi. In 1981, after his post-graduation, 

Ashok left for the U.K, just in time for Prince Charles and Diana’s wedding. Post completion 

of training, he climbed up the ladders from a trainee to a trainer. He has trained over 100 

surgeons who now work as Consultants in different parts of Wales and England. Dr. Mukher-

jee has been involved in both, under and postgraduate training and has been a part of vari-

ous research programmes. 

In December 1988, he set himself to a new challenge and took off to write a new chapter in 

his life. A 5-year stint in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia which according to Ashok was a great experi-

ence, spiced with the vagaries of a new culture. 

He is now retired, spending life involved in various social and personal activities. His chil-

dren are married and settled, living their lives in London. They are Dr. and Mrs Mukherjee's 

support along with a vast number of people who have been with them in Cardiff for the 40 

years. Both Dr, and Mrs Mukherjee are integral part of Wales Puja Committee and were 

front runners in leading the committee to its glorious 50th year celebrations in 2023. Dr. 

Mukherjee is one of the trustees to Wales Puja Committee and is actively involved in its var-

ious charity activities. 

In his spare time, Ashok enjoys writing. He pens down short essays and poems and is cur-

rently working on two books.  

According to Dr Mukherjee.. "we all seek fulfilment, but I believe it is within us".  

 

DR KANTIMOY NATH: Lifetime Achievement Award 

Dr Kantimoy Nath was born in Dibrugarh, Assam, India and grew up in          
Silchar, India. He completed his degree in Medicine from Gauhati Medical 
College and then went to All India Institute of Medical Sciences in New 
Delhi to complete his Postgraduate degree in Surgery. In AIIMS, in those 
days, young doctors were leaving India for further studies and training to 
countries such as USA, UK, Australia Canada etc. Dr Kantimoy Nath           
followed them and came to UK in 1973 to seek his fortune. Migrating 
from one country to another country and to be successful required lot of 
discipline and hard work.  
 

In the sunny summer of 1973, Dr Nath arrived in UK. After training in Hospitals for few 
years, he became a Senior General Practitioner in the beautiful Rhondda Valleys of South 
Wales. Years later he would say that the Sanjeev Bhaskar’s series “The Indian Doctor” was 
very similar to his life and experiences and that it could have been based on his and his  
other Indian fellow Doctors lives who made South Wales Valleys their home. Though           
picturesque, his practice area was in a very highly deprived area. The socio-economic status 
and deprivation are associated with poor health, multiple co-morbidities, premature          
mortality, increased incidence of psychosis and mental health problems. The lack of job       
opportunities and high number of unemployment caused many people to rely on benefits.  



The crime rate and addiction to different substances were a huge problems in the practice 
area. He had to deal with huge addiction problems and tried to help them which was an 
enormous challenge and partly became successful. It was a hard job with very long hours 
and very demanding patient needs. He had to face racism too as other Indian doctors in 
those days but took it in his strides to carry on offering his medical services to the practice 
for long 34 years and retired in 2014. 
 

Beyond medicine, Dr Kantimoy Nath is very passionate and involved in promoting and         
integrating Indian especially Bengali Culture in Wales. From 1981, when he arrived in South 
Wales, he has been actively involved with the Wales Puja Committee. WPC is a registered 
South Wales based charity which celebrates festivals, particularly those from east of India. 
Its aim is always to promote cultural exchange and integration with the local Welsh            
Community. He served as its Secretary, Treasurer, Chairperson and now he is the Chair of 
the Trustees Committee of WPC. Dr Nath is highly enthusiastic about travelling , a movie 
buff and likes to indulge in these after his retirement with his wife, Shikha Nath. He is also 
very proud of his two children, Mr Kinshuk Nath and Mrs Tanusree Gohil and is blessed with 
three grandchildren. 
 

 

 

Dear Friends of the WPC Family and Readers, 

To be able to do this Puja Omnibus to celebrate WPC’s Golden Jubilee is a very proud feeling 

indeed. And one that comes with trepidation, thoughts of a great responsibility. This year 

we have tried to blend the old with the new, looking back at our past and looking forwards 

at the same time. We have dug up old histories and old magazines and tried to present 

some of the best articles from the predigital souvenirs which are not available on our          

website. Actually the word souvenir rankles, this really has transformed itself into a        

magazine since I took it over back in 2013.  

This time I had a fantastic team working with me. My co editors Debanjali Bhattacharjee    

always full of wonderful insights, great taste and terrific editing skills. This time I had the 

pleasure of also working with Ishani Sen who volunteered herself and was a fantastic 

source of design and lay out ideas and a great help with editing. Together we have been 

working late nights over a very short time frame to bring you this. There will soon also be a 

digital version of this which will have even more material. We started of with a fantastic 

team and I am ever so grateful to Dr Ashok and Mrs Mahua Mukherjee who were wonderful 

hosts when over the best biriani, we went through all the older issues and decided what we 

want. Also in our core team were Mrs Shikha and Dr Kanti Nath. We were also helped  

greatly by Dr Sandip Raha who is a fount of knowledge and Mrs Jharna Majumdar who is 

perhaps our seniormost member and whose enthusiasm is the stuff of legends. Eshita, 

Krishna, Neeleem and Bonnydi also helped and Saktida linked up with Shoma and passed on 

some old photographs. Krishnendu Banerjee is our wonderful man behind the camera and 

his photographs feature on these pages more often than they are acknowledged. I wore 

that badge once and it has been a pleasure to have him on board. 

There will always unfortunately be oversights and errors but we have worked arduously to 

keep these at a minimum. It is a hefty tome but needed to be and a more exhaustive online 

version will follow. Just a few nights back after Mahalaya, I felt this to be an impossible task 

as articles and contributions trickled in ever so slowly but with my fantastic team I was con-

fident that I would deliver somehow. My revenge perhaps to all is the size of this tome. We 

have worked through nights after long days at work, somehow also managing to attend 

myriad rehearsals and other duties. I wrote 

Sleep shalt be rare    In the designers lair 

Upon our brows, furrowed   By the challenges of words and the pressures of time, pressured 

Until before us on those pages        WPC, our story rages  

I do hope you all feel that our story rages on these pages. I leave you with the best of        

festive wishes, SHUBHO SHARADIA,                                       Dr SHILADITYA SINHA 

From the Editors Desk 
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